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In Our 96th Year

No Agreement Reached
In Tappan Negotiations
A meeting between union and company
representatives of the local Tappan plant
failed to produce any further progress in
the dispute, which has idled 560 workers
since June 23.
The meeting was held at the request of
Tally Livingston, Regional Director of the
Federal Mediation Service in Atlanta. The
session was held Tuesday in Nashville,
with representatives of both management
and labor from the local plant.
Officials said that since there was no

"Feed grain and wheat producers are
not being encouraged to take cropland out
of production next year," Riley said,
"because even though this year's corn and
wheat crops are expected to be at record
4Ovebi,
I4IfIr1 strong." rt-educerupland cotton plantings in 1975 will result
• in a crop about.two million bales smaller
than in 1974. The Agriculture Department
also forecasts an increase in domestic
cotton usage and movement into export.
Riley said Secretary of Agriculture,
Earl L. Butz, reaffirmed his announcement of 1973 that there will be no
conserving base requirement for the
duration of the Agriculture and Consumer

Protection Act, and the secretary will not
use his discretionary authority to limit
feed grain and wheat plantings to a percentage of allotments and upland cotton
planted in excess of the base allotment.
For 1976, as in the present year,
producers may substitute any nonconserving crop (except marketing quota
crops), or any conserving crop ( including
approved volunteer cover) used for hay or
for grazing in order to preserve their
wheat, feed grain or cotton allotments.
Riley said announcement of the
P-P-450114- *4S/1:Wide- tarMera
foi-matioh they need to make their 1976
crop planting decisions. Additional
provisions will be announced after USDA
reviews more 1975 production data.
Feed grain, wheat and upland cotton
programs are designed to provide farmers
decision-making freedom to produce for
the marketplace, Riley said. Applicants
for ASCS programs will .be given equal
consideration without regard to race,
color, sex, creed or national origin.

Adult Basic Education Courses
To Be Offered -1n Local Schools
Free programs of adult basic education
designed to assist people in overcoming
the disadvantages of limited education will
be available during both daytime and
evening hours in Murray during the 1975-76
school year.
To be organized by the Murray City
School System, evening classes will begin
the week of Sept. 8 and will meet on
Tuesdays and Thursdays for approximately three hours.

One Injured
In Accident.
Here Tuesday

nee
oth.

One person was injured in a two-car
accident Tuesday on South 12th Street,
according to Murray City Police, who
investigated the incident.
Kenny Overcast,.,c14 passenger in one of
the cars, is listed in satisfactory condition
with a possible neck injury today at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Police said cars driven by Melvin L.
Atchison. Senath, Mo., and Tommy
Hargrove, of Hazel, collided while both
were headed south on 12th. Damage to the
Atchison car was the front, and damage to
the Hargrove car was to the rear, according to police.

Registration for the evening program,
which is being offered for the 10th consecutive year by the Murray City School
System, will be conducted during the first
meetineruesday, Sept 9,from 6:30 to 9:30
p. m. in Room 107 of the Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational Center and the
Douglass Community Center.
Day classes are available at Murray
State University in the Learning Center,
located in Room 228 of Roy Stewart
Stadium. Students may register from 8 a.
m. to 4:30 p. m. Monday through Friday.
Class schedules can be arranged during
the day to serve student needs.
Anyone more than 16 years of age who
does not have a high school diploma and
who is not now in school may enroll in
either program. Courses are offered in
reading, mathematics, science, social
studies, English and study skills.
Adult basic education offers instrectional levels that range from grades
one through eight. The object is to help
students earn elementary certificates.
Training is also offered to prepare
students to pass the GED (General
Education Dek,elopment) test to earn a
high school equivalency.
Costs of the program, including tuition,
books and other materials, are paid by
funds provided by state and federal
government.

Calloway Men Indicted By
Henry County Grand Jury
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Official Cites Provisions Of
Grain, Wheat, Cotton Programs
"There will be no acreage set-aside
requirement for the 1976 feed grain, wheat
and upland cotton programs," David Riley
of the Calloway County ASCS Office said
today. It will be the third consecutive year
for the feed grain and wheat program, and
the fourth for the upland cotton program in
which no set-aside was required.

The Henry County (Tn.) Grand Jury two men but said she could not identify
Tuesday indicted two Calloway County either if she saw them again.
Compton and Scott were arrested late in
men on first degree murder charges,
assault and battery With intent to commit the evening on the night of the shooting by
burglary and two counts of second degree Calloway County law enforcement ofburglary. Indicted were Terry Mitchell ficials.
Compton and Donald Ray Scott in connection with the sheeting death of Henry.County resident Travis Lax on August 4.
The Grand Jury heard testimony from
several persons, including Mrs. Lax,
during its session Tuesday.
Mrs. Lax was wounded in the shootings
which apparently occurred when the
Lazes surprised burglars in the Lax home •
WASHINGTON ( AP) -- One question
following a church community meeting.
before Congress members on their return
lax was reportedly shot twice and died
today from a month's recess is whether
before reaching the hospital. Mrs. Lax was
they and other federal employes should get
shot once in the right shoulder while at-/ pay raises costing the taxpayers $2 billion
tempting to flee ,the assailants.
or $3.5 billion.
In a preliminary hearing last week in
President Ford urged last week that the
Henry County General Sessions Court,
salary increase be held to 5 per cent, inMrs. Lax gave a general description of the
stead of the 8.66 per cent his advisers said
would make federal pay scales comparable with those in private industry.
If either the Senate or the House votes
against his recommendation, the governMostly sunny and warm today, high in
ment's white collar employes and military
the upper 80s to low 90s. Partly cloudy and
personnel will receive the 8.66 per cent inmild tonight, low in the upper 60s to low
crease beginning next month.
70s! Increasing cloudiness Thursday with
This mechanism for annual adjustment
chance of showers and thundershowers,
of federal pay scales, in effect since
high in the mid 80s. Friday mostly cloudy
passage of the Pay Comparability Act in
with chance of showers.
1964, now has a new twist that gives Senate

PRESENTS CHECK-Bill Wearren, owner of the local Burger Queen, presents
Murray Optimist Club president Mac Fitts a check in the amount of $32.5. The
check represents the club's share in the annual Optimist-Burger Queen Day held
last spring.

Demo• Leaders-Test Retictrowir,
Compromise With Ford On Prices
WASHINGTON (AP) - As Congress
planned veto of a bill extending domestic
returns from a month-long vacation today,
oil price controls for six months.
Democratic leaders are testing
Controls on some 60 per cent of U.S.congressional reaction to a possible comproduced oil expired at midnight Sunday.
promise with President Ford on oil prices.
The extension bill now before Ford would
The compromise proposed last week
continue the price-control ceiling of $5.25when House Speaker Carl Albert and
a-barrel for another six months. Ford has
Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield
delayed his planned veto while the Demomet with Ford started coming apart at the
cratic leaders try to win support for a
seams Tuesday as some leading
gradual end to price controls.
Democrats expressed doubts or downright
Mansfield and Albert said after meeting
opposition.
Ford last week that the President would
Albert was to meet with Reps. Harley 0.
consider phasing out price controls over
Staggers, D-W. Va., and John D. Dingell,
the mast 39 months, while allowing prices
D-Mich. Staggers is chairman of the House'' to rise gradually during that period.
Commerce Committee and Dingell heads
"There is nothing new or different in the
the energy subcommittee. Mansfield said
administration's position," declared
Jackson. "The administration is still
the Senate Democratic Caucus will discuss
where it was in July." He said what the
the proposal Thursday.
White House now is offering was rejected
Earlier, Dingell joined Sen. Henry M.
by the House 228-189 on July 30.
Jackson, D-Wash., in declaring that one of
Meanwhile, a Mansfield aide said the
their first priorities is to override Ford's

Farm Bureau Sets Date For King
And Queen Contest, Variety Show
The Calloway County Farm Bureau
King and Queen contest and the variety
show will be held at the Farm Bureau
Office, South Fifth and Elm Streets, on
Tuesday, September 23, at seven p. m.,
according to Mrs. Graham Feltner,
women's activities' chairman for the
Calloway Farm Bureau.
To be eligible to enter any of the contests
or variety show, the person must be a
member of a Calloway County Farm
Bureau family, Mrs. Feltner said.
Contestants for the King and Queen
event must be 15 years of age by
December 11, 1975, and have not reached

his or her 19th birthday that date.
Divisions of the variety show will be:
Division I, ages 16 years and under, and
Division II, ages 17 through 30 by
December 11. The winners in each division
will represent Calloway County in the
First District contest on November 10.
Miss Alene Paschall was the 1974 Queen
contestant and won first place in the
district and competed in the state contest
in Louisville in December.
Any one interested in entering any of
these contests may call Mrs. Graham
Feltner, phone 753-5427, by Friday, September 12.

Kirksey Church Begins Extensive
Renovation And Building Program
The Kirksey United Methodist Church in
a recent congregational business meeting
approved and has since begun an extensive renovation and building program.
The sanctuary will be completely redesigned, and the fellowship hall and
kitchen will be made more adquate. There
will also be an educational annex added to
the present structure.
During the period of construction the
congregation will worship in its .Special
Ministries Building. This building was
previously part of the Kirksey Elementary

School Complex. Since the ctiurch bought
the school property this building has been
repaired and redecorated.
According to the pastor, Rev. Charles
Yancy, this facility will provide attractive
worship space now and later will serve to
enhance the programing of special
ministries to all ages in the community.
Rev. Yancy urges the congregation and
friends of the church to accept the slight
inconvience caused by the relocation of the
services as a challenge, an adventure in
faith and to attend in record numbers

and House members a personal stake in it
Just before recessing Aug. 1, Congress
whisked through a bill putting the salaries
of its own members and those of Cabinet
offleers, federal judges and other highlevel government officials under this
procedure for the first time.
None of these top officials has had a.
solary increase since 1969, bet now they
will get the same raises as the 3.4 million
loiver-ranking federal employes and members of the armed services.
For Congress members, acceptance of
Ford's 5 per cent proposal would mean an
increase of $2,125 in their present salaries
of $42,500 a year. An increase of 8.66 per
cent would givethem a pay boost of V.680.
Last year Ford tried to defer a 5.5 Per
cent civilian and military pay raise from
Oct. 1 until January, but the Senate over-

whelmingly rejected the delay.
Federal employe unions and members of
the armed services swamped Congress
with protests and the same forces are expected to be at work against the
President's effort to hold down this year's
pay raise to 5 per cent.
"The size of the proposed pay raise must
be temporeirily restrained for the
economic wellbeing of the nation as a
meswhole,"
to Ford ss
said last week in his meSsage
However, staff aides said they have no
doubt a resolution of disapproval will be introducei In the Senate or thr Hon.*, or
both .
1Congress has 30 days in which to act. If it
d s nothing, the President's 5 per cent
proposal will go into effect.
•

4

The unemployment situation in Kentucky and Calloway County appears to be
easing as the unemployment rate dropped
below the 7.0-level for the first time in
seven months according to a report
released today by the Kentucky Department for Human Resources ( DHR I.
Another report released by DHR
revealed that Western Kentucky's
unemployment rate is lower than the state
rate, according to department statistics.
In July the state rate was 6.9 per cent
while the average unemployment rate_in
West Kentucky was only 6.6, or an
estimated 16,500 unemployed persons.
Calloway County's unemployment rate
of 5.0 was the best of any other nearby
county for the month. The unemployment

Energy Controls

ngressmerr To Consider Raises
For Themselves, Other Workers

Sunny and Warm

15 Per Copy

Calloway Leads Area

movement in the position of either party,
the commissioner adjourned the meeting.
No further meetings have been scheduled.
The meeting ended a temporary
agreement reached last week between
non-elected union representatives and
company officials, in which it was agreed
that the strikers would allow company
employes to enter the plant daily, provided
no production attempts were made.
However, no further blocks of the entrances to the plant were made this
morning.
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Senate should try to override the extension
veto first. "Then perhaps the atmosphere
will be less frantic in which to work out
something that makes sense," he said.
Under the Albert-Mansfield-Ford plan,
an $11.50-per-barrel ceiling would be
placed on most of that 40 per cent of
domestic oil production that was not subject to price controls. Prices on the 60 per
cent of U.S.-produced oil that has been under price controls would be increased monthly from the $5.25-a-barrel ceiling so that
at the end of 39 months, all U.S.-produced
oil would sell for the same price.
Jackson told a news conference that he
has obtained Federal Energy Administration figures showing that the
nation's five largest producers of "old oil"
would receive an extra $6 billion annually
in pretax profits because of the removal of
price lids. "Old" oil is that which had been
subject to price controls.
When all producers of "old oil are taken
into account, the profit figures jump to
$16.6 billion a year, Jackson said.

rates for surrounding counties were:
Fulton, 6.9; Graves, 7.1; McCracken, 6.0;
Marshall, 12.1; and Trigg, 5.7.
Robert MacDonald, chief statistician in
DHR's Bureau for Manpower Services,
pointed out that the unemployment picture
is brighter than it was in June, when the
state posted an 8.1 per cent rate. MacDonald credits the improvement to two
factors, a decrease in unemployment
insurance claims and in-school youths who
have dropped out of the labor force.
Hopkins County had the state's lowest
rate(33 per cent) and Powell County the
highest (16.1 per cent). Marshall County's
12.1 per cent rate was the highest in the 24
Western Kentucky Counties.
Statewide,63 counties have a 6.5 per cent
or higher rate. Only seven of the state's
counties did not have a lower rate in July
than in June.
•
11111.-m.-.71110•-
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County School Board
To Meet Thursday
The Calloway' COill'ity Board of
Education will hold its regular monthly
meeting Thursday night at the board office, according to Supt. William B. Miller.
Included on the agenda will be
presentation of additional central office
construction claims; personnel recommendations and salary' recommendations;
and the superintendent's report, which will
include reports on transportation.
driveways and parking lots, school
opening and enrollment, October's board
meeting and use of school facilities.
Meeting time is set for 7:30 p.m.

Office Personnel Seminar
Slated At MSU Saturday
"Your Smile is Showing! Or is it? )" will
be the theme of a one-day Professional
Office Personnel Workshop at Murray
State University Saturday, Sept. 6.
Co-sponsored by Murray State and the
Murray chapter of The National
Secretaries Association ( International),
the workshop will be held in the Mason
Hall ( Nursing Building) auditorium from
the 8:30 a. m. registration to 3 p. m.
Planned for the benefit of Murray and
Calloway County secretarial and clerical
personnel, the program for the day is
designed to promote proper communication, business etiquette and public
relations. The morning session is entitled
"Tell It Like It Is!" while the afternoon
session will focus on "The ABCs of
Business Etiquette:"
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray State
president, and Mrs. Bettye Baker,
president of the Murray chapter, will
welcome participants.

Eugene Flood, associate professor of
management, will make a presentation
entitled "The Secretary," while Ms.
Virginia Jarvis, past Kentucky Division
president of NSA, will address the group
on the topic of "The Boss" during the
morning. They will be joined for a Boss.
Secretary Panel by Dr. John Bartholomy,
vice-president for university services at
Murray State, and Mrs. Frarices Shea.
Discussing the ABCs of business
etiquette in the afternoon will be Mrs.
Lanette Thurman,director of the Personal
Enrichment Center at Murray State, Dr.
LaVerne Ryan, assistant professor
business education, and M. C. Garrott,
director of inforrnertion and public services.
Others involved in the afternoon
program include Miss Doris Rowland.
Miss Melva Holt, and Mrs. Faye Wells,
CPS, active members of the Murray
chapter of NSA.

Deaf Offered Rehabilitation
Services Through Organization
A more concentrated effort to identify
-deaf tseupte-ttr-the--arealn order matter'
them rehabilitation services is the result of
a conference this summer on the campus
of Murray State University.
Held in reccignition of "Deaf Awareness
Year I," the West Kentucky Conference on
the Rehabilitation of the Deaf was
designed to make rehabilitation personnel
more aware of the personal characteristics and rehabilitation needs of the
deaf population.
Emphasis throughout the conference
was on the need to identify people with
hearing impairments as early as possible,
according to Dr. Roy, H. Tunick, coordinator of rehabilitation training
programs at Murray State.
He said early identification and appropriate services for deaf individuals
"will enable them to attain their rightful
place in the world of work and in everyday
society." ;.
The confefence was co-sponsored by the
Division of Rehabilitation Training at
Murray State and the Rehabilitation
Continuing Education Program of the

University of Tennessee.
tiLipdting •-were- retiabi i ants(
counselors, rehabilitation teachers, deaf
persons, parents of deaf children, employers of deaf workers, interpreters, the
state coordinator of rehabilitation service,
for the deaf, and administrators of the
Kentucky School for the Deaf.
"Now the pressing need is to locate deaf
persons, interpreters, and others interested in a problem that has been
traditionally underestimated so that
services can be made available through
the program of Kentucky Bureau_ Of
Rehabilitation Services on the campus,"
Tunick said.
People in need of services, along with
those who know of deaf persons who live
within the area, should contact: Dr. Roy
Tunick, Coordinator. of Rehabilitation
Training Programs, Department of
Professional Studies, Murray State
University. Murray, Kentucky. 42071.
( telephone 502;62-38211 or Connie Jones or
Leah Hart, Vocational Rehabilitiation
Counselors, Speech and Hearing Center,
Murray State University, Murray, Kentacky. 42071, (telephone 502 762-3371.
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"Dealing With Racism'Theme Of
Program,Good Shepherd Women
The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women met
Tuesday, August 19,at 1:30 p.m.
at the church with twelve
members present and Mildred
Smith, president, presiding.
"Dealing With Racism" was
the subject of the lesson given
by Lois Marsh who also gave
the opening prayer. She read a
"Cotton Patch" version of Luke
4:18-19.
Vignettes on Racism were
presented by Mildred Smith,
Ruth Wilson, Katherine Wilson,
Esther Sigmon, Emma Knight,

Mrs. Caldwell
Winner Oaks
Club Event

and Alice Knight.
Meetings scheduled are as
follows: September 12 at two
p.m. at church to work on the
Chris Mons; next regular
meeting September 16 at ten
a.m, with covered dish luncheon
at noon and mission study;
October meeting will be with
the Lee-Olia Lassiter Circle at
6:30 p.m. at church; pledge
service planned in October.
Officers for 1976 were
presented and approved.
Refreshments were served by
Olia Lassiter and Lee Lassiter
to Mildred Smith, Ruth Wilson,
Lois Marsh, Emma Knight,
Katherine Wilson, Alice Knight,
Esther Sigmon, Dorothy Dunn,
Marie Jacobsma, and Bertha
Young.

The Ladies Club Championship at the Oaks Country
Club was concluded this past
weekend with Carolyn Caldwell
as the winner.
Second place went to Virginia
Jones and third to Murrelle
Walker.
First flight was won by Mary
Bogard with second to Burlene
Brewer and third to Essie
Caldwell.
Karen Hargrove was second
flight winner with Doris Rose in
second place and Debbie
Branch in third place.
Third flight went to Vicki
Nance with second place to Sue
Wells and third place to Eva
Clees.
This was Mrs. Caldwell's first Carolyn Caldwell was winclub championship. The winner ner of Ladies Golf ChamMc-the...past_ Oree liaars..has pie:ashen at the Oaks k.o•autrli
been Laura Parker.
Club.

COM MUNITY
CALENDAR
...Wednesday, September 3
Mission organizations of Flint
Baptist Church will meet at
seven p.m.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women,and Acteens will
meet at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, September 5
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have a fish fry at the
Murray City Park at six p. m.
for members and interested
members and families. Each is
to bring dessert and table
service. For information call
753-8072.

leirs,Eunice Um*
&noted At Diver
On 810 BithAy
Mrs. Eunice Edswards,
formerly of Calloway County,
was honored with a dinner in
celebration of her eighty-first
birthday on Sunday, August 24,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
William E. McCallon, Mayfield.

Orientation program for
Thursday, September 4
Those present were Mr. and
Murray
State office personnel
Independence
United
Campers induding members of the Murray Twin takers Good Sam Club are shown at the
Mrs. Brice Edwards, David and
will
be
in
the
MSU
Nursing
Methodist Church Women will
worship services conducted by the Lakeland Parrish at the KOA Kampground the weekend of
Doris Edwards, and Mr. and
meet at 7:30p. m. at the church. Building Auditorium with
August 23 and 24. The local club held its August campout at the Campground with the jimmy
sessions at ten a. m. and 1:30 p. Mrs. Weldon T. Riley, all of
D. Herndon, Harold Eversmeyer, J. B. Burkeen,jimmy Graham,Joe Walker, Eugene Schanbacher,
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Kirksey Baptist Church m.
Ned Wilson, and john G. Taylor families attending. A potluck supper was held on Saturday
Priest, Austell, Ga., Mr. and
Women will meet at the church
night. The club will have a fish fry Friday, September 5, at six p. m. at the Murray City Park to
Recognition dinner for local Mrs. Waymon Osterholt,
at seven p. m.
make plans to participate and attend the annual Campers Fair at Piney Campground, Land Betgovernment officials and area Mableton, Ga., Mrs. Fairra
ween the Lakes, the weekend of September 19-21.
Murray Women of the Moose development district staffs in McCallon, Mr. and Mrs. Vester
will meet at the Lodge Hall at West Kentucky will be at the Crouse, Tony and Sue Ann, Mr.
ballroom, Waterfield Student
eight p. m.
., The Murray
Union Building, MSU, at 6:30 p. and Mrs. Garcia Ray and Vicki,
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Wagner,
Ledger P Times
Calloway County Library m.
Mr. and Mrs. William McCallon
Board of Trustees will meet at
BOYD GIRL
and children, Jeff and Sheri,
Saturday,
September
6
the
Library at seven p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Boyd,
Workshop for professional and the honored person.
Mobile Home Village, Murray,
office
personnel, sponsored by
Garden
are the parents of a baby girl,
Department of the
Stacy Leigh, weighing eight Murray Woman's Club will Murray Chapter of National
pounds six ounces, born on have a luncheon at 12:30 p. m. Secretaries Association and
Murray State University, will
For Information
Saturday, August 30, at the followed by the meeting at 1:30
By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
be at Nursing Building
p.
m.
Mrs.
Linton
Clanton
Murray
is
Regarding
-Calloway County
Health Educator
auditorium from 8:30 a. m. to
hostess chairman.
Hospital.
three p. m. Lunch at $3.75 will
Grandparents are Mrs.
Foresight Saves Eyesight
Murray
State University be in Waterfield Student Union
Margaret Nell Boyd and the late
Observing a few common(Permanent
Elmo Boyd and Mr. and Mrs. Women's Society will have a ballroom.
sense precautions can save
coffee
Ora Lee Lyons, all of Murray. welcome
and
one of your most prized
Removal
of Hair)
Sunday, September 7
Great grandmothers are Mrs. organizational meeting in the
possessions — eyesight.
Rock
concert
featuring
Lona Love and Mrs. Preston lobby of Ordway Hall at 7:30 p.
Charles Aronberg, M.D., Dipm. Susie Malone is president. America will be at 7:30 p. m. at
Boyd.
lomate of the American Board
the Roy Stewart Stadium,
of Opthamalogy, suggests
8. The eyes are very sensiMurray State University.
Citizens
will
meet
at
Senior
these eyesavers:
tive to light.
BROOKS GIRL
St.
John's
Center
at
ten
a.
m.
to
Check the lighting by which
Spots before the eyes are
Melissa Ann is the name
with cost
1 IiIIIIII111111.
4
.411.11,11111
1st Ili, Q ...
itor osneertivr- -dwelt b'trir. aid Airsr,6erakl
Sirink 4t
cents.'
work. Avoid direct or rebut if thegy persist, you should Brooks, 204 Parker Street,aive°1144
fleeted glare from below eye
have your eyes checked.
Mayfield, for their baby girl
level. Provide overhead lightXi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Dr. Aronberg advises peo
born on Monday, August 25, at
ing that diffuses throughout
ple over age 40 to have an the Murray-Calloway County Beta Sigma will meet at the
Hours9:30to 5:00 Mon.-Sat.
the room and movable lamps
Community Center on Ellis on.
annual eye check-up because Hospital.
•
which can be placed close to
of the threat of glaucoma.
mm
Grandparents are Mrs. Laura Drive at 7:30 p.m.
the rear corner of your chair.
amp
o )975 as o community se,,,ca of Brooks of
Mayfield
and
Mr.
and
vm.
If something gets into your
the Health Deportment, Generol Con
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
Mrs. Glenn Hicks of Murray.
fenence of Sev•nth-doy Adventists
eye, don't rub it or use a
m. for senior citizens. Sack mm
toothpick, match, pencil or
lunch at noon and tablegames
other hard object to remove
from one to three p. m.
it. Instead pull the upper lid
• :;:%*:*:;:::•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:!:•:•:•:•:•:•::- •
outward nd down, which will
*Needlepoint*
Friday, September 5
produce tearing to wash out
Fire Screees
1.1 Pub
Grisham Tree Ornemems
the foreign body. Use someGolden Age Club will have a
Steels
Clair Seats
thing clean and soft to remove
potluck
luncheon
at
noon
at
the
lastrectioa Books
He Won't
Pillows
particle from corner of eye. If
social hall of the First United
Warr Rola
Tennis
Racket Covers
Let Go!!!
Purses
these attempts don't succeed,
Methodist Church with TenTapestry Tents
see a doctor.
nessee Outland, Katie Overcast, C>I
1 7:20,9:35* 2:30Sat.,Sun.I
Self-medication with overand Velma Rose in charge of the
Knitting & Crochet Yarns in Wool &Acrylic
the-counter products will at
arrangements.
best give only temporary
Cross Stitch Quilts
Thi• terrifying motinn pn-t
Crewel Embroidery
relief and may be dangerous.
Shopping for Dexter Senior
mom the terrifying No.1 hest seller.
Latch Hook Rugs
Cross
Stitch
When buying dark glasses,
Citizens to Murray will be at
check them as recommended
9:30 a. m. and for Murray
Painted Needle Point & Afghan Kits
by the Society for the PreSenior Citizens to Roses and
vention of Blindness:
I I I I IIiI I
downtown will be at 12:30 p. m.
iI I III II II
1. Hold the glasses up to
PG MAY 81 100 !WENS& FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN
the light to see whether the
lenses are free of bubbles,
scratches or spots.
2. Hold the glasses about a
Ends Tonite
foot or so away from the eyes.
44
ss
•-•.;*"
Now move them back and
forth slowly to see whether
::::::
:Windtlif0
there are any distortions in
7:15 9:2Q I
4
visual images.
.-;;:;.;.:.:••.;,,,.............................-:-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::g:i
Writing under the sponsor- s,:' •
ship of the American Physical
Fitness Research Institute,
Dr. Aronberg lists eight signs
a screwball comedy
which should lead you to get
remembertflem?
professional help:
Ws:
1. Your vision is dimming
or becoming fuzzy.
2. There are haloes around
ens
lights or you're experiencing
double vision.
3. Headaches persist.
4. There is excessive tearEnds Tonite
ing or no tearing at all.
"Tommy" 7:15,9:15
5. There is discharge from
the eyes.
6. Your eyelids burn or itch
for a prolonged period.
7. You feel pain in or about
the eyes.

-Mr- B&W/mt.

ce

XeaZdt.-Wise

Electrolysis
Call 753-8856

Thomas II

.810.

.111.

HELD OVER

.M

1 MORE WEEK!

Flight winners in the Ladies Golf Championship were left
to right, Mary Bogard, first, Karen Hargrove, second, and
Vicki Nance, third.

Teacher's Question
Inspires Publication
properties specialist in San
NOVA1'0, Calif.(AP)— Ruth Francisco during the Gold
Lescohier is a school teacher Rush. After a few years, the
who became a publisher be- history book discloses, he took
cause she asked a question of over the tottering fortunes of
her students. It was: "How did Capt. William Richardson, one
they come to name Throckmor- of Marin's early day "dons,"
ton Avenue in Mill Valley?"
who was unable to cope with
The students' efforts and re- the onslaught of progress and
search resulted in a book con- was in danger of losing his vast
taining 28 pages, hand lettered Southern Mann holdings.
and put together by Mrs. LesResearch showed that the
cohier, in the tradition dating way Throckrnorton handled the
back to the Middle Ages mo- estate led to two years of litiganasteries. It is called "The tion between the Richardson
Search for Samuel Throckrnor- heirs and -$5" Throckrnorton.
ton Avenue, a Mill Valley StoMrs. Lescohier even carved a
ry"
linoleum block to make the
The book tells the history of a large map that illustrates
man who gave Southern Mann Throckrnorton's holdings and
County such place names as carved a piece of wood to make
Homestead Valley and the forts the front cover.
on the Mann Headlands.
"I discovered you have to
Throckmorton, a New Jersey 'carve the letters backwards,"
native, became a land and said the author-publisher.

411.1.
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Denim and lumberjack plaids
Work •Por casual -fail alremJsinl.

"BaelyppisToopoi
k1.44.4

SOODY DLOIE
ALIEN KEATON •!f•§:

In a Pftlyful Mood
CERX21214 kii/Orrr
FREE
BONUS
Naomi of lAT-AWAY ANY GENTS OR LADIES DIAMOND

,

Dkunond SALE1•

•
11/)URRAY A. Open 7:00 Start
Ends TONITE

CLUSTER, SOLFTAIRE, BRIDAL SET, COCKTAIL RING, WEDDING
BAND, PENDANT OR PIERCED EARRING Of $ISO OR MORE AND
RECEIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE-YOUR CHOICE OF EITHER A BLAZING
GENTS DIAMOND TIE TACT OR SPARKLING
LADIES DIAMOND PENDAKTI

"DEATH RACE 2000"(R)

• • :▪ •:.

thry

nGirls
KNEI

LOOKOUT.. She's Legal
Promise her
anything, Ni
but give
her a beer! .:•:•:•

HIM'S YOUR
FREE IOW
1U GM AND
DIAMOND P9IDA111\141.
01 11 TACK

BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
AND SAVE TWO WAYS!
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON AU
DIAMONDS AND A FREE
DIAMOND TIE TACK OR PENDANT
SfT IN PRECIOUS I4K GOID
(A /45 VA1UE) FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE
OR LAY-AWAY OF $150 OR MORE
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VAR PRIMO
- OPEN DillY 10AM HI 6 IN LATE FEIDAT NM.
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SAV
$2.0

finv's
Tan.

READY for climbing, this
boy is wearing brushed
blue denim jacket with
reverse-denim collar and
tab contiast, with jeans.
Its practical and made in •:.•:.1%.
sizes toddler and 4 to 6X. *•:'•••••••••-•-•-"dr-t'.
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Linda Kay Griffin Is
Married Saturday To
Adrian Luigs, Jr.
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Old-Timer Wants To Go
Dancing Without Wife
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am 62 and the wife is 59. I like old-time
dancing, polkas, schottisches and square dancing.
My wife never did care much for dancing so she quit
going with me about 15 years ago. She is not handicapped in
any way and could dance if she wanted to.
My problem: I would like to go stag to a public dance
once a week. It's great fun and good exercise. My wife is
very much opposed to my going to a dance without her—yet
she refuses to go. Is that fair?
To me, going to a dance once a week is no more wrong
than playing poker or bowling. Old-time dancing is not the
romantic kind where partners hang on each other in dose
embrace. I maintain that it's healthier to dance than sit
around playing cards.
I do not intend to get involved with other women. Am I
being unreasonable?
C. IN MINNEAPOLIS
DEAR C.: No! I'm convinced. Now all you have to do is
convince your wife.
DEAR ABBY: I agree—one is as old as he feels. But at
69, not many people are feeling me lately. What an age in
life to called a "sexagenarian"!!!
DON IN PASADENA
DEAR ABBY: I'm another college graduate who would
feel like an idiot asking this question of anyone else, so I'm
asking you.
'i1r1Terl 11101'sYRY tra
-657-giiiirmiiiid an-8 is—tad thiiT
has 20/20 vision, what do the numbers signify?
ANOTHER DUMMY

753-6194
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DEAR ANOTHER: You're no dummy. Very few people
who are not in the profession of prescribing eye glasses
know the answer. II didn't, so I asked.)
20/20 vision means that what you see at a distance of 20
feet, a person with normal vision sees at 20 feet.
20/40 vision means that what you can see at 20 feet, a
person with normal vision sees at 40 feet.
This method of expressing visual perception does not
relate to the eye's need for eyeglasses. The degree of
sharpness WITHOUT eyeglasses describes the ability of
the unaided eye; while the degree WITH CORRECTION
(wearing glasses) states the best vision obtainable.
An eye without corrective glasses could be 20/100, but
with glasses, 20/20. However, even with the best corrective
glasses another eyfe may be capable of seeing only 20/60. Is
that clear?
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to AIWY;,assit4No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, sf-addressed envelope, please
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped )20t) envelope.

4rtk

Mrs. Tillie Kelly Speaker At
Russell's Chapel Women's Meet

I S'Ir Murray
I.rdarr e Times

The United Methodist Women
of Russell's Chapel Church held
their regular August meeting at
the church with Mrs. Harlan
Hodges and Mrs. Lawrence
Honchek as hostesses.

"Love Loaves" Special
Service Held, First
Presbyterian Church

Rosezella Outland presided
and announced the following
officers for the coming year:
Lora Wilkinson, president; Lois
Sparks, first vice-president;
Rosezella Outland, second vicepresident; Ginny Criefield,
secretary; Toni Hopson,
treasurer; Carrie Hicks and
Edith McKenzie, spiritual
leaders.
Toni Hopson called the roll,
read the minutes and gave the
financial
report.
Edith
McKenzie, spiritual leader,
read a beautiful poem written
by a friend.
Mrs. Outland introduced the
speaker, Mrs. Tillie Kelly,
executive secretary for the
Land Between the Lakes
Ministry, who showed slides of
the many activities that are
available in the LBL. A
donation was sent to the
Lakeland Parrish.
Carrie Hicks closed the
meeting with prayer and the
hostesses served delicious
refreshments to the following
members not previously
mentioned: Daisy Wickoff,

Ethel Walker, Susan Adams,
Martha Crass, Klara Wutzke,
Elvie Carson, Dolly Lorenz,
Dorothy Sabieski, and Ginny
Crifield.
Mrs. Maurice Crass will be
hostess for the next meeting
with Mrs. Wilkinson having the
program.

Special services were held formation write: Midwest
recently by members of Church Regional Office - World Vision,
Women United of Murray and Jim Franks, P. 0. Box 209,
Calloway County, at the First Grand Haven, Michigan.
Participating in the "Love
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
Loaf" program were:
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Offerings from 18 area
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Beta Sigma Phi met at the home
families were received and CHURCH, Mrs. Ben Dyer, Mrs.
of Mrs. Bruce Thomas for their
dedicated, and were forwarded Bill Robertson, Miss Lala
"Beginning Day" on Thursday,
to World Vision International, a Dowdy, Mrs. Vernon Campbell,
August 28.
non-profit interdenominational John Dyer.
Program books were handed
FIRST METHODIST, Mrs.
organization. The service of
out by the Program Chairman,
dedication was conducted by W.B. Graves, Mrs. W. W.
Mrs. John Emerson.
Charlotte Dyer. A unique and Gilliam, Mrs. Frank Gilliam,
The president, Mrs. Bruce
inspirational feature of the Jr., Nell Eaton.
Thomas, presided over a short
HAZEL METHODIST, Mrs.
service was the presentation
business meeting and the group
and breaking open of "Love Olga Freeman, Mrs. J. W.
then went to Jerry's Restaurant
Loaves." The loaves symbolize Jones, Mrs. Koska Jones:
for refreshments.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Jesus' sharing of the five loaves
Those
present
were:
and two fishes with the PRESBYTERIAN, Mrs.
Mesdames Jerry Caldwell,
Kathryn Glover ( President
mutltitude (John 6:1-15).
Tommy Carraway, Charles
An estimated 65,000 needy CWU).
Chicutt, John Emerson, David
GROVE
LYNN
children in 25 developing
Foley, Mike Holton, Mac Hulse,
nations will benefit through this METHODIST, Mrs. M. 0.
Tonnie Hutson, Donny Lyons,
sharing program. Monies are Derrington.
Bobby Martin, Mike Morgan,
UNITED
KIRKSEY
distributed for clothing, food,
Gerry Requarth, Joe Suiter,
medicine, and emergency METHODIST, Mrs. Max Hurt.
Bruce Thomas, Richard Site,
ST. JOHN'S BAPTIST, Mrs.
relief, in addition to funds
W. H. Williams, and Bobby
Christian Virgil Timberlake.
provided
for
Wilson.
FIRST BAPTIST, Mrs
leadership conferences and
existing mission groups in an Durward Beatty.
GOSHEN METHODIST, Mrs.
attempt to reach people for
Jesus Christ, a CWU spokesman C. C. Farless ( Past President,
CWU).
said.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN,
Love Loaves may be ordered
iathvldwa1.osea,islieseateek.,ses,loherr 11-nekhoff
FIRST CHRISTIAN, Mrs. Bill
groups by writing: World
Vision, Box 0, Pasadena, Egnor,- David and Glenda Roos.
The next meeting will be
California 91109 for more inWorld Community Day, on
November 7, 1975, "One
Community Under God" First
Mrs. Adrian Melvin Luigs, Jr.
Baptist Church, downtown,
In a late summer candelight bridesmaid's gown was idenchairwoman: Mrs. Durward
ceremony on Saturday, August tical to the honor attendant in
Beatty, •
30, at seven p. m., Miss Linda varrying shades of orchid, pink,
Kay Griffin became the bride of green, yellow, and tangerine
Adrian Melvin Luigs, Jr. The respectively witeir bouquets
bride is the daughter of Mr. and of rainbow colors match their
Fourteen members of the
Mrs. H. Lewis Rottgering, gowns.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Miss Christin Rudolph served Young Women held their
Reidland. The groom's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. A. Melvin as flower girl and was attired in August meeting at the home of
a pink formal gown similar to Della Boggess. Jane Stallons
Luigs, Sr., Garland, Texas.
The double ring ceremony the bridesmaids and she carried presided.
Parents of the Murray,
was performed by Rev. Martin a white wicker basket filled
The prayer calendar was
Mattingly and Rev. John Wood with the brides chosen colors of given by Gail Turner and Laura Cooperating Preschool met atGleason Hall on TlititsClaY,
at the First Baptist Church, flowers.
Paschall.
The groom chose td.s father as
Paducah. The vows were exJoanne Windsor was in August 26.
changed before an altar cen- his best man. Hank Reed served charge of the program entitled
Parents were taken through a
tered with a 15 branch arched as junior groomsman. The "The Aging." Those assisting typical day at the preschool
groomsmen
were
Jere
Luigs,
entwined
with
candelabrum
were Edwina Bucy, Jane with the teacher. Mrs. Sara
huckleberry. At the base was a the groom's brother, Harlan Stallons, Judy Smotherman, Hussung,showing them how the
white profile kneeling bench. On Wolter, Mark Ford, and and Becky Vance.
equipment is taken out each
Windsor.
Doug
each side were, two large Freddie
Phyllis Whitney reported on morning and put away each
Save 20% on 20-piece sets!
baskets of white mums and Kaufman served as ring bearer. the success of last month's afternoon. She also told them
4
each dinner plate, salad plate, cup and saucer,
Ushers
were
Bill
Corum
and
cantwo
special
gladioli with
mission project of distributing some of the things their children
soup/cereal.
delabra and six gold tree Stanley Loe.
leaflets about the revival. For will be doing during the coming
Miss Lisa Corum and Miss this month's project the BYWs
candelabra. The aisles Tere
school year.
Save 20% on 9 most-„wanted dishes!
decorated with brass hurricane Georgia Crouch distributed will collect an offering for a
Mrs. Judy Stahler, president,
Fruit, soup/cereal, bread & butter plate, salad
lamps and entwined with wedding scrolls and rice bags. needy Nigerian family.
For her daughter's wedding
huckleberry and white satin
plate, creamer, sugar with lid, medium vegetable,
Those present, not previously presided over the business
Mrs. Rottgering chose a floor mentioned, were Debbie meeting. Each parent was
streamers.
large vegetable, and salt/pepper.
length
light blue polyester gown Darnell, Mary Bell Boyd, given a clean-up schedule,
Vocal music was presented by
proposed
budget,
membership
with a lace jacket and dyed to Carolyn Correll, Patsy Neale,
ave 20% on 12 favorite patterns!
Miss Sheri Council and Dean
list, and a calendar for the year.
match
accessories. The and Gracie Holland.
Williams, organist.
groom's mother chose a light
Bride's Dress
The next meeting will be held
After the. business meeting
The bride, escorted to the green gown with matching at the church on Tuesday, refreshmenti were served.
altar by her stcp father and accessories. The mothers wore September 9, at 7:30 p. m. This
Applications for the fall term
given in marriage by her orchid corsages.
will be a joint installation are still being taken and if inMrs. Mayme Stewart and service for both B'YW groups. terested, call Ha Brown, 753Murray,Kentucky
chestnut 51:
parents wore a formal gown of
crystal white silk organza over Mrs. Lenore Luigs were
All visitors are invited.
6513.
bridal taffeta, fashioned with a presented with white carnation
Victorian neckline of Venice corsages.
Miss Brenda Loe attended the
lace flowerettes outlined with
seed pearls, over a sheer yoke guest register.
Following the ceremony a
appliqued with lace motifs and
etched with a crystal pleated reception was held in the
ruffle. Sprays of lace and seed fellowship hall with Mrs. Bill
pearls covered the fitted bodice Shoulta, Mrs. Steve Querand the fitted sleeves ter- termous, Mrs. Bill Corune and
minated with pleated ruffle Miss Lisa Crouch serving,
cuffs. The soft flowing circular assisted by Mrs. Elizetta Loe.
For her going away outfit
—skirt had motifs of lace
sprinkled at random and a wide Mrs. Luigs was attired in a
pleated flunce completed the peach polyester pant suit with
hem. The Watteau chapel brown accessories and wore a
length train fell from the back whtie carnation corsage.
After a short honeymoon the
waist which was etched with the
pleated ruffle and scrolls of couple will reside in Murray.
Venice lace and featured a Mrs. Luigs is employed In the
ruffle sash in the back of the Murray State University
MELTE MONO
Library.
gown.
Her triple tier French illusion
veil adorned the Venice lace
Cm
OSCAFFItilliAT V0 —
Camelot head piece that was

Alphe Delto Holds
Meet, ais Center

FRANCISCAN'S
100th BIRTHDAY
SALE!

_DOG Boggess
Hostess, BYW

Regular Meet

Parents Hold

Orientation
Meet Here

20% OFF ON
FRANCISCAN
EARTHENWARE!
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SAVE
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Bel-Mr Shopping Center
—Murray

Get to know us; you'll like us.

10-i Friday
14 Sun

was especially designed for her
gown. She carried a bridal
bouquet of carnations and pink
roses with white streamers tied
in love knots.
The bride chose Miss Karen
Ford as her maid of honor. She
wore a light blue polyester
crepe formal gown with a wide
ruffle of lace in the front bodice,
leg-o-mutton sleeves, and the
full skirt ended in a deep
flounce. She wore a large white
garden hat with streamers to
match her gown with orange
blossoms. She carried a nose
gay of white carnations tipped
in blue, accented by blue ribbons and streamers tied in love
•
knots.
Miss Tammy Lee Rottgering,
the bride's sister, served as
junior bridesmaid. Bridesmaids
were Miss Laura Rudolph, Miss
Jill Luigs, the groom's sister,
Miss Patricia Pace, and Miss
Heck
. Each
Lizanne

PERSONALS):

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Daisy Billington of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Ted Bradley of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Carmen D'Angelo of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospitar Paducah.

Onion casserole
In baking dish, combine
canned whole onions and
cream of onion soup mix
(prepared as for sauce
season with a little ground
nutmeg; sprinkle with slivered almonds and paprika
Bake uncovered in 350 dygree oven about 20 minutr
or until hot in center.
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Letter To The Editor

Guest Editorial

Bar And Bench

Businessmen's Opinions

Dear Editor:
consumers have bit the bullet prescribed
Do the opinions of Kentucky
by President Ford and are paying
to laymen who want to believe in
businessmen really "not count," about
producers up to 400 per cent more than the
the integrity of both bar and ben- taking
action on how to keep their
Federally regulated wellhead price. The
ch as each is so important in
businesses operating and workers emhigher prices have brought about a
upholding our system of justice. ployed? I was told in Washington that they tremendous increase in drilling activity
Without this confidence respect don't count!
and have resulted in the discovery of
The week before Congress adjourned for
billions of feet of new natural gas! Texas
for law and order comes apart. It
is good the Georgia Bar so ob- their vacation,I was in Washington talking fuel-consuming industries are humming,
to many Senators about how shortages of
the local economy is booming, and
viously understands this and is
natural gas were affecting their states,
workers are employed.
working to maintain the
and .how the shortages can be overcome.
Congress denies the same opportunity to
reputation of the bench, first by
Workers from fuel-less factories can be
states like Kentucky to solve the problem,
put back on the job if Congress will stop
and its forcing those consumers to throw
screening those proposed for
denying
consumers
right
away
the
$4 Billion dollars this year by paying
to
buy
vacancies and second by being
American fuel at fair prices.
for unused pipeline facilities and alternate
receptive to public complaints of
Senator Ford was not available to see
fuels, plus forcing thousands of workmen
judges'actions.
me, but I was cordially received by two of
to stand in the welfare lines. The wellhead
his aides who have been hleping him with
—Atlanta (Ga.) Journal
price of natural gas is only 19 per cent of
energy legislation. We talked for nearly an
the average total consumer cost of natural
hour about why it is advantageous for the
gas, the other 81 per cent being for pipeline
Kentucky consuming public to have price
distribution costs.
controls removed from new natural gas.
(6) While Kentucky presently supplies
Consumer Comment
Some of the points I stressed were:
only about 25 per cent of its own oil and gas
(1) Kentucky is one of the main states
and must depend on pipelines for the
t.jiat will be affected by the natural gas
remainder, Mr. Edward Wilson, Head of
gislation now being considered by the
the Oil and Gas Section of the Kentucky
Congress, with many plants facing 100 per
Geological Survey estimates that two to
cent curtailment of natural gas fuel
five times of the current Kentucky
supplies this winter.
production still remains to be discovered.
1. Does a business have to give refunds?
By Ed W. Hancock
(2) Artificial price controls have
Mr. Wilson says, "There are no physical
2. Do refunds have to be in cash?
Should you always get a refund if you
prevented producers from drilling new gas reasons, only economic ones, that prevent
3. Does present law require a company
want one' Consumers frequently call our
wells, because the cost of producing new
Kentucky from increasing its present
to post their refund policy?
office to ask, "Does a store owner have to
gas is greater than such controls permit it
production
rate and developing new
The answer to all of these questions is
give refunds?"
to be sold for. Our nation is using gas three resources." Artificial price controls are
Let's see if you can pass this short NO. A business does not have to give
times faster than Congress is permitting it
Wm* raputabl4.ausinasses- are •- No be replared. The resulting shortage'is holding back new drilling and probable
'hew 'production ih Kelitucky and the
happy to refund dissastisifed customers
causing unnecessary factory closings, loss Kentucky Oahe is the loser!
especially when there is no problem
of jobs and increasing costs to consumers Administration has told Congress that the
reselling an item. Merchandise such as
in Kentucky.
I 7) Congress Calks of "protecting the
undergarments, pierced earrings and
(3) Our dependence on OPEC is being
consumer-,
and yet the Federal Energy
other personal items usually will not be
increased by .the need for replacement
Administration has told Congress that the
- - federal-level
refunded or exchanged'for health'reasons.
fuels. This causes inflation by exporting
'bullett' is only $10.21 per year in 1976,
U.S. Soo. Witte "Dee" Modillostsio(0)
Refunds do not have to be in cash. Many
dollars that are never seen again. Keeping
$13.t)in 1977, and $19.15 in 1978 — less than
3327 Dirks'. ihaing
stores give no cash refunds, only credit
that money tircniatitig in this country to
Washingtoo, D. C. 20510
the cost of two packs of cigarettes per
towards another purchase.
increase our own domestic supplies of oil
month!
U.S. Sea. Weaned II Ford (D)
and gas, generating tax revenues and
(8) Higher energy prices.do not cause
Present law does not require a company
4121 Dirks,* Soifiste
creating American jobs, will help reduce
unemployment, as some Kentucky
to post its refund policy, but consumers
Wealhiagtoo, D. C. 20510
inflation. Furthermore, if Congress would
Senators and Congressmen claim. Plants
should make it their business to inquire
permit our nation to show its deterwithout fuel cause unemployment!
about refunds when they shop.
U.S. Rep. Carrel Nabliard, Jr.(D)
mination to develop ow- own vast, unAs I have spoken td many audiences in
A merchant's refund policy is deter123 Case. Noss* Office essionno
tapped reserves of oil and-gas, OPEC will Kentucky, and been on several television
mined by the terms of the contract betWashinetsa, D. C. 20515
not be encouraged to raise prices even and radio shows to discuss the same points
All U S Senators and Representotives
ween the merchant -and the consumer. If
may be reached by telephone by dialing
higher. But OPEC will raise prices as outlined above, I asked the staff members
no refund policy was agreed upon, and if
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
America's dependence on them increases what kind of mail they were receiving
the merchandise was not defective or
operator will connect you with the ofunder present regulations which subsidize from the Senator's constituents. I was
misrepresented,
the
merchant
may
set
his
ficial of your choice
OPE.C.
shown a attic* of letters anti telegrams
own refund policy.
State Level
41 Senate Bill 692, which claims to lift several inches high with the comment,
Ask
the
every
refunds
merchant
about
restrictions on gas prices for some in- "These are all in favor of deregulation, but
State Soo. Mellanf Woiseaborpor (D)
time you make a purchase, and check the
Stet. Capitol Wass
we don't count these because they're all
dependents, will actually worsen the
sales slip or any documents you are to
fressidert, sy. 40601,
problem by introducing new regulations from business people."
sign, before you make a purchase.
and controls instead of providing in"Well", I replied, "perhaps you'll get
lease?. lAnyfoold, Ky. 42066
Consumers have another responsibility
centives for producers to explore and letters from the working people when
as well: to be certain that items returned
develop the gas reserves which could be they're all out of work because their plants
Store lop. Litanotil C. Imes(0)
for refunds have not been used or worn.
flowing to Kentucky. This bill threatens to don't have fuel to operate with!"
State Capitol laildieg
Abuse
lead
to
refund
of
a
fair
could
policy
Flaelrfort. Ky. 441601
bring on further curtailment of natural gas
Kentucky business leaders know the
stricter policies which hinder other conos
in this country, and more plant shut-downs problem and the solution. They're trying to
sumers.
201S. 3n1 St., Wormy, k.12071
in Kentucky.
increase employment. But until Kentucky
have
consumer
If
complaint,
you
a
Three
Texas
working people also begin to plead for the
ago
(
5)
years
in
a
severe
(
D)
Chopp
Uoyil
C.
lop.
Stets
contact the Attorney General's Division of
natural gas shortage shut down many jobs Congress is depriving them of, many
State Capitol Illoilibeg
Consumer Protection, The Capitol, FrankFrankfort, Ky. 40601
plants and schools, including the of our Washington leaders will continue to
fort, Ky. 40601. Kentucky consumers may
of
University of Texas. But in Texas, where play politics with the nation's future.
P.O let IS, Vliago, L.42081
. call toll-free on the consumer hotline by
natural gas prices are not regulated,
I also talked to a lady on Senator Huddialing 1-800-372-2960.
dleston's staff who handles energy matters
for him. She said the Senator was familiar
with all the arguments, and while he had
Family Lawyer
no official position as yet, that he did not
believe the removal of controls was in the
public interest. Since my visit, the latest
Harris poll indicates that consumers know
more about the problem than Congress,
with 54 per cent of the public in favor of
It is not unusual for zoning or- the place acceptable as a church
Four families moved into a vert the house into a church—and
lifting controls.
house that was zoned for single that the families were in violation dinances to allow churches in an
Sometimes a zoning law will exotherwise residential neighbor- empt not only churches but also
occupancy only. When the neigh- of the law.
There is now a new bill pending which
hood. By and large, as in the
boors complained in court, a
any building that is "put to a rewill "remove regulation" for a six month
above
situation,
a
place
won't
pointed
group
spokesman for the
ligious use." Such wording broadperiod. This totally inadequate approach
qualify as a church unless there is ens the possibilities.
out that the zoning law made an
will do practically nothing to alleviate this
some
degree
of
public
worship.
exception for "churches."
Thus, under this kind of law, a
winter's desperate need for more natural
Consider another case.
court allowed a day care center to
Then he said:
This time, the building in dis- be operated on
gas, or increase our future supply.
church -owned
"We think of our house as a
pute was being used for religious property. The court
Producers cannot drill and complete wells
said that in
little church, because we all beretreats on weekends. During
view of the community's need for
without assurance that the gas can be sold
long to the sags religious denomthese retreats the participants day care centers, this could
reafor a profit and return their investment
ination. Furthermore, although we
would engage in study, medita- sonably be classified as "conduct
over the 10 or 12 year life of each well.
wor,k at regular jobs during the
tion, and worship services--all with a religious purpose "
day, we have se%eral hours of reI hope you will encourage your readers
under the supervision of a priest
ligious instruction every week."
Despite the objections of neigh- A public service feature of the
to write all their elected representatives in
But the court decided that these ,
bors, a court found sufficient em- American Bar Association and
Washington to remove price controls on all
factors were not enough to con-,
phasis on the religions life to make the Kentucky Bar Association.
new natural gas so that the present
crippling shortage can be overcome and
fuel-consuming industries in Kentucky can
return to full employment and production.
Very truly yours,
D. K. Davis
Natural Gas Finders, Inc.
Dallas, Texas 75206

The Georgia Bar met in Savannah and one of the interesting
reports was on the official misconduct of judges.
The Judicial Qualifications
Commission announced that while
many complaints had been
received they were mainly from
people who had lost court cases
and were unjustified. One judge,
however, was replaced during the
year and another agreed to voluntary retirement.
That there is such a commission
and that it is active is reassuring

About Refunds

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

Qualifying As A "Church"

Let's Stay Well

Antibiotics For Acne

Physicians have been acids of the sebum. Their proprescribing oral antibiotics in duction takes place by the action
the treatment of ape formore of certain acne-causing bacteria
than a decade.
ially in (Corynebacterium acnes). which
sevek cases (acne vulgaris) in are responsible for the- skin lewhich the lesions are deep and sions in acne vulgar's.
The research showed that the
scarring of the skin results.
'
tetracyclines were mote effec-.
The tetracyclines and,
eMhrotnycins have been exten- live than the erythromycins
sively used on a more or less However, a newer drug (clint rial-and-error basis-. Recently, datnyein), which has been used
the effects of each of several an-. for acne vulgaris since 1972, had
t ibiotles'on the. fatty acid of the the greate* effect in reducing
sebum (grease in the skin) were fatty acid formation in the
studied by infrared spectroscopy sebum. But this antibiotic may
produce diarrhea or colitis as a
normal'volunteers.
1
The research. reported in toe serious side effects. .
This' research confirms the
A MA Archive of Dermatology-. was done by James effivtivenks of the antibiotics
Fulton..1r. M.D.. Ph.D.. and avin- and demonstrates their reducrates at the ITniversity Miami- tion in the, fatty acids in the
Nlerlical School..
st'
"
1 11- • PhYsic.ians -have to be
The tests confirm that the anti- guided not only by these effects
biotics: which have been in wide but. also by Ow cost of the
use cause a decrease in the fatty enedientitiri and how it is toler-

Bible- Thought

tt,

BLASINGAME

ated by the patient.
Therefore, these studies,
though they show clindamycin
as the most effective, point to
tetracyclines as drugs of choice
for mast cases. Acne is a chronic
condition. and expense is often a
Serious,concern of the patient.
Such - medication taken
systemically is combined with
local skin hygiene to get the best
results.

will often be turned out in normal position. If so, the shield can
be removed and the baby can
nurse directly on the nipple A
solution of boric acid is usually
satisfactory for cleaning the nipple.

By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.

•

OPINION PAGE

Q. Mrs. R. E. inquires about the
cause of receded nipples and
how to clean them, to provent
their cracking, and to lessen
pain in nursing. A: Receded or inverted nipples
are inherited. They can sometimes he drawn out. by allowing
the baby to nurse through a nipple shield. After nursing has
begun on the -shielkt the nipple

4 Miss. A. Y. wants to know
the cause and significance of
ascites.
Ascites refers to the accumulation of an excessive
amount of fluid in the abdominal
cavitY. The majority of persons
with ascites have chronic. severe
liver disease. Treatment has to
be directed toward the liver. If
ascites is not relieved, surgery
may be needed. to shunt the
blood around the liver- If ascites
persists in spite of treatment, tire
outlook for the patient is usually
poor.. (
/

He that loveth not knowth. not
God; for God is love. I John 4:8.
Of all the books written, and all
the movies produced, the Word
love appears in more titles than
any other word. Xet, without
knowing real love, and the source
of that love, who is God, how can
we become better persons"?

IlEARTliN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior to sign.
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to anAnother thing which needs a second look
swer questions and solve problems — fast. is the tax structure. On the face of it, it
If you have a question or a problem not sounds idyllic that the Bahamas, for
answered in these columns. write example, have no income tax and very
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton, minor property tax (although there are
Ohio 45414. Senior citizens will receive rumors that this situation is too good to
prompt replies. The most useful replies last). It's true they don't have income tax,
will be printed in this column.
but to counteract it, everything they imHeartline: I am considering a move to port is taxed — and there is very little they
another country when I retire. I hear it don't have to import.
takes a lot less money to live, and in some
Unless you have quite a large income,
countries there isn't even any income tax, and therefore pay a lot of taxes, there may
like Bahama. Do you have any information not be an overall savings by living in the
on this? — H. M.
Bahamas. What you save on taxes may be
Answer: There are a few warnings to be spent on the cost of living.
considered before fleeing the country.
Another consideration is that — in spite
If you are thinking of becoming a full- of our complaints — some countries actime resident of another country, make tually have higher tax structures that
sure the country's regulations make it (Mrs.
desirable or even permit it. You cannot
Wherever you pick as your future home,
move into just any country you choose with you will need a very different budget from
a "here I am" attitude. That is for the host the one you are used to. In the British West
country to decide, and you are there with Indies, rum and cigarettes are less than
its permission. In some countries, you may half our prices. You cannot — or at least
have to apply for immigrant status to you should not — live on rum and
become a permanent resident.
cigarettes, however, and food is much
Don't be pressured into buying land or more expensive than at home including,
property unless you are absolutely sure unexpectedly, vegetables. Electricity is
that it really is your choice and not some dearer, but other items may be cheaper.
highly organized, high-pressure land sales
"I spend more on insect repellent than I
company. Such companies will fly you do on fuel oil," one resident remarked —
south to inspect the land, or maybe treat which still sounds like an advantage.
you to a sumptuous dinner — all free —
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Affittien mount a Mghly inteiti-Ve saleS - Can Help Yoti,"-SeM aTofirnallmed,
campaign designed to make you feel under addressed envelope with your request to
obligation to them. Their methods include Heartline, 8514 N. Main St., Dept. 1.
del:berate embarrassment if you hesitate Dayton, Ohio, 45415.

Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: FREEDOM AND ENTERPRISE
Efforts by the Labor Party government
in Great Britain to expand state ownership
of industry into new fields of manufacturing have caused great concern among
Britons who believe in freedom and enterprise. They view recent and proposed
nationalization moves as an effort to
jettison economic freedom.
Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, leader of
Britain's Conservative Party, recently
addressed herself to the choice facing
Britons: competitive enterprise or state
bureaucracy. Writing in The Manchester
Guardian, Mrs. Thatcher pointed out that
under so-called "public enterprise"
schemes the state merely takes over a
going concern, usually when all the enterprise has been knocked out of it.
"The people at large," she noted, "are
given no choice as to whether or not they
will invest. Their money is taken from
them by taxation and they have no vestige
of influence or control over the purposes to
which it is then applied."
Mrs. Thatcher
observed
that
"Historically, free political institutions
have always been linked with a free enterprise economy. I do not believe that
political freedom can exist without
economic freedom. They are two sides of
the same coin. If we lose one, do not doubt
that we shall lose both."
The socialists who are in charge of
Britain's government today do not understand this historical fact. Indeed they
deny its validity. Thus they recently
nationalized Rolls-Royce and the
shipyards and are planning the takeover of
British Leyland and the aircraft industrw.
The socialists are pumping public money
into various businesses. But they can't
supply authentic enterprise or initiative.
As a result, nationalized companies
become a burden on the taxpayers.
The same process is taking hold in the
United States. For example, indirect
nationalization is proposed for railroads in
receivership. The taxpayers are asked to
supply vast sums to rebuild roadbeds and
provide new rolling stock. But nothing is
done about antiquated union work rules
which _art responsible for the financial
plight of the railroads.
The creation of vast and monopolistic
public corporations or nationalized industries only compounds the problems
facing the economies of the United States
and Britain, for vast monopolistic unions
have crippled what should be viable
business units.
HoOf to fight nationalization and big
gOvertiment in general is a question being
considered by thoughtful people dn both
sides of the Atlantic. What is needed,
fundamentally, is far more public
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HARRIGAN

pressure at the grassroots level against
specific expenditures by government,
against grandiose public programs and
sersrices which could be done just as well
by 'private organizations.
People in free societies everywhere need
to understand that waste, overmanning,
and inefficiency are the hallmarks of an
economy and political regime which
rejects or hampers private enterprise.
Individual citizens must organize to
protest the use of tax money to prop up
ailing businesses, whether they be debtridden aircraft companies, near-bankrupt
railroads or whatever. They also have a
vital stake in protesting further subsidization of the postal service when
private postal companies are prepared to
offer better service at lower cost. And the
taxpayers have every reason to object to
both the proposed federal oil and gas
corporation and federal drilling for offshore oil.
Activities of this sort only involve the
state deeper and deeper into industrial
planning and government ownership of
production facilities. Such intervention
cripples the spirit of enterprise and leads
directly to a curtailment of freedom.

.11

LilKING BACK
10 Years Ago
Dr. Frank Kodman, professor of
psychology at Murray State College, is
now serving as president of the Kentucky
Psychological Association.
New officers of the Murray Kiwanis Club
are Dr. William T. Doss, Maurice Humphrey, and Charles Coleman.
Hobson Dewey Shrader, age 60, former
Hazel resident, died at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Miss Waynette Doran and William B.
Westerfield were married August 21 at the
College Church of Christ.
David Coleman was honored with a
party in celebration of his fourth birthday
on September 2 by his mother, Mrs.
Charles Coleman.

90 Years Ago
Winifred Allison was elected as Fire
Chief for the City of Murray last night by
the Murray City Council. Allison succeeds
Flavil Robertson who has resigned to
accept a position with a safe company.
Janet Like, Annette Palmer, and Jennifer Riley of the Kirksey 4-H Club. won
honors in the Singer Junior and Senior
Dressmaking Contest.
Staff Sgt. and Mrs. Solon Pat Darnell are
the parents of a baby boy, David Kevin.
They now live in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. 011ie Brown spoke on "Hybrid Day
Lilies" and Mrs. Gordon Moody on
"Preparing and Storing of Bulbs" at the
meeting of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club
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Standings
}c,i0•=4::•04:/CD.CPQC>C1041:•=4
By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
76 59 .563
Pittsburgh
73 64 .533
4
St. Louis
72 65 .526
New York
5
72 6.5 .526
Philphia
5
63 75 .457 14' 2
Chicago
60 75 .444 is
Montreal
West
Cincinnati
91 46 66,
1
Angeles 73 65 .529 18'2
Los
68 69 .496 23
S.Francisco
62 76 .449 291/2
San Diego
60 78 .435 31'-2
Atlanta
53 86 .381 39
Houston
Tuesday's Results
San Francisco 7, Los Angeles
3
Montreal 4, Philadelphia 3
Pittsburgh 8, New York 4
Cincinnati 10, San Diego 4
Chicago 5, St. Louis 3
Atlanta 4, Houston 1
Wednesday's Games
San Diego (McIntosh 8-14) at
Atlanta (Devine 0-0), (n)
Montreal (Carrithers 2.1) at
Philadelphia
(Underwood
1210), (n)
Los Angeles (Messersmith 15
13) at Cincinnati (Nolan 12-8),

Red Sox Trying Hard, Not To
Become Red Faces This Time

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Twins 5, Rangers 3
in 10 days, drove in three runs
AP Sports Writer
Dan Ford, Rod Carew and
with a pair of singles to help
The Boston Red Sox won't be Boston snap a three-game los- John Briggs hit home runs as
the Boston Red Faces this ing streak.
Minnesota defeated Texas.
year, if they can help it.
Fisk, who suffered a split fin- Ford gave winner Jim Hughes
No embarrassment, a la 1974. ger when hit by a foul tip on a 1-0 lead in the second when
"We'll be all right now," Carl Aug. 23, lined a bases-loaded he hit his 15th homer of the
Yastzremski said
Tuesday single to center to cap a four- season against Rangers starter
night after the Red Sox whip- run third inning. He then pro- Steve Hargan.
ped the New York Yankees 7-4. vided another run with an RBI
In the Minnesota fourth, Jer"We're going to hit and our single in the fifth.
ry Terrell led off with a walk
pitching looks good. All we
and Carew walloped his 13th
Boston right-hander Reggie homer to tie the game at 3-3.
need is a little pitching, and
that's the big part of the game, Cleveland, 10-9, allowed the Briggs followed with a solo shot
Yankees a 1-0 lead on Chris to spring the Twins into a 4-3
and we'll do all right."
The Red Sox, mindful of last Chambliss' ninth homer in the lead and their eventual winning
year's flop when they blew a second inning. He needed relief run.
big lead in September, begin an help after giving up a three-run
Brewers 6, Tigers 5
eight-game road trip tonight homer to Thurman Munson in
George Scott collected five
against their chief antagonists the eighth inning.
hits and drove in two runs to
Orioles 3-1, Indians 2-2
the Baltimore Orioles.
lead Milwaukee past Detroit.
OFFENSIVE BACKS-Candidates for starting spots in the offensive backfield are top row, left to right, Robbie Hibbard, Lindsey Hudspeth,
Bobby Grich singled home a Scott had two doubles and three
The Orioles, the ones who
Tony Bayless, Darrell Foster, Gregg Garland, Roger Grogan, Richie Richardson and Todd Harrison. Front row, Grettis Bumphis, Bob Thurwith'two out in the 10th in- singles in a 5-for-5 night and
run
caught
the
Red
Sox
in
last
)
man, Claude Johnson, Kevin Shahan, Kenn Perkins and Alvin Parham.
Pittsburgh (Reuss 14-10) at
year's stretch run in the Ameri- ning, giving Baltimore its first- raised his season RBI count to
New York (Matlack 16-8), (n)
can League East, can cut off game victory over Cleveland. 86 - 19 against Detroit. Jim
Chicago (Ftrall 0-0) at St.
Louis (Reed 12-9), (n)
some of Boston's six-game lead Rico Carty's home run in the Colborn, with relief help from
San Francisco (Falcone 10-9)
eighth inning gave the Indians Ed Rodriguez, won his 10th
in their two-game series.
at Houston (Richard 9.8), (n)
The
Orioles beat the Indians the second game.
game against nine losses.
Thursday's Games
San Diego at Atlanta, In)
Twenty-game winner Jim
3-2 in the 10th inning of the
Los Angeles at Cincinnati,
Cut Veteran
opener Tuesday before losing Palmer will pitch tonight
(n)
against Rick Wise, Boston's
San Francisco at Houston,
the second game, 2-1.
BALTIMORE
(AP) - The
(n)
In other American League fine 17-game winner.
Baltimore Colts of the National
Only games scheduled
action, the California Angels
Football League cut veteran
Angels 4, A's 1
American League
defeated the Oakland A's 4-1;
Frank Tanana struck out 14 linebacker Tony Bertuca TuesBy ALEX SACHARE
East
St. Louis failed to keep pace breaking the Reds record held
work by Kent Tekulve. They
the
Kansas City
Royals batters and pitched a five-hit- day, a Colts spokesman said.
W L Pct. GB
AP Sports Writer
now lead St. Louis by four with the Pirates when two er- •by Frank Robinson.
80 55 .593 --Boston
trimmed the Chicago White Sox ter, leading California over Bertuca, a second year player
Pittsburgh slugger Willie games, the Mets and Phils by rors by Larry Lintz helped ChiGiants 7, Dodgers 3
74 61 .548 6
Baltimore
4-1 in 12 innings; the Minnesota Oakland. The Angels broke a from Chico State, was released
68 68 .500 12,-2
Stargell says consistency will five.
cago snap a 1-1 tie with two
John Lemaster belted an in- New York
Twins stopped the Texas scoreless tie with a four-run on waivers as a free agent.
62 69 .473 16
Cleveland
determine the outcome of the
runs in the seventh, then Man- side-the-park homer in his first Milwaukee
Expos 4, Phils 3,
60 77 .438 21
Rangers 5-3 and the Milwaukee eighth keyed by Mickey Rivers'
four-team pennant scramble in
Detroit
53
82
.393
27
league
a
two-run major
at bat and Von
A bloop by Barry Foote ny Trillo rapped
Drug Charges
Brewers nipped the Detrioit Ti- two-run double.
West
the National League East, but dropped in short right field for single in the eighth.
Joshua and Willie Montanez Oakland
82 55 .599 gers
6-5.
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) Tanana, 14-6, outdueled Ken
the Philadelphia Phillies are a double in the ninth inning,
added homers to pace San Kansas City 74 61 .548 7
Reds 10, Padres 4
Carlton Fisk, returning to the Holtzman, 15-12, with an over- Paul Stovall, 26, former Ari67 71 .486 151
/
2
developing the kind of con- driving in Tim Foil to give
Don Gullett, 12-3, won his Francisco's attack, while Ed Texas
regular lineup for the first time powering performance that in- zona State University and Na66 71 .482 16
sistency that could take them Montreal a 4-2 lead. That ninth straight game and Tony Halicki struck out 12 in stop- Chicago
65 70 .481 16
Minnesota
cluded two strikeouts in each ot tional Basketball Association
19
460
74
right out of the race.
63
:al Horn ia
proved to be the difference as Perez became Cincinnati's all- ping the Dodgers.
Tuesday's Results
player, has pleaded guilty in
the first six innings.
Philadelphia suffered
its Philadlephia rallied for one run time leader in runs batted in as
Braves 4, Astros 1
Baltimore 3 1, Cleveland 2-2,
federal
court to distribution of
Royals
4,
White
Sox
1
.
-fortrth -etinsecut*Ve
reduced-:We
pennant..--Carl ?Aghast; 16-16; po4ed-hig--in-the'bottorrt of-the ninth- but Cincinnati
George Brett's two-out single cocaine.
Boston 7, New York 4
ninth in the last 12 games Tues- could not draw even.
clinching magic number to sev- fifth victory over Houston this
Milwaukee 6, Detroit 5
Stovall, of. suburban Tempe,
in the 12th inning triggered
day night, dropping a 4-3 squea"We haven't played very en.
season without a loss. He had
Kansas City 4, Chicago 1, 12
The Big M Club will have its Kansas City over' Chicago. faces a possible 15 years in
ker to the Montreal Expos. well, that's for certain," ManCincinnati broke the game relief help from Bruce Dal Can- innings
regular meeting Thursday at Amos Otis doubled and came prison and 825,000 fine when he
Minnesota 5, Texas 3
First-place Pittsburgh, mean- ager Danny Ozark said. "We open with seven runs in the ton, who bailed him out of a
California 4, Oakland 1
6:30
p. m. at the Triangle Inn. home with the deciding run as is sentenced Sept,-22. --while, opened up some breath- keep coming beck at the end; fifth inning. Pete/ ?Tad 'a-run- bases-loaded, none-out jam in
•
Wednesday's Games
Murray State football coach Brett lashed a single to right.
A co-defendant, Bennie W.
Boston (Wise 17-8) at Baltiing room by pounding qt an 8- bul not enough."
scoring single in the rally, giv- the eighth without giving up a
more (Palmer 20-El), (n)
Bill Furgerson will review the Al Cowens came through with a Ceaser, 26, of Phoenix, pleaded
4 triumph over the New York
ing him 1,010 for his career and run.
Cubs 5, Cards 3
New York (Hunter 18-13) at
progress of practice and give a two-run single to cap the rally. guilty to aiding and abetting
Mets.
Detroit (LaGrow 713), (n)
Cleveland (Peterson 10-7) at report on the team.
The teams scored unearned Stovall in the sale of 111 ounces"Going down the stretch you
Milwaukee (Sloton 11-161, (n)
All members of the club are runs in the fourth inning to of cocaine to undercover federneed all the consistency you
Kansas City (Leonard 11-5) at
urged to attend the meeting
al narcotics agents in March.
bring about a 1-1 tie.
Chicago (Jefferson 4-9), (n)
can get," said Stargell, the
leader of the Pirates. -The
•
team that is the most consistentt this month is going to
win it."
But Philadelphia has been
diplaying the wrong kind of
consistency.
"I don't think it's pressure,
Chr•stnut Street
Phone 753-2571
we just haven't played well,"
said Phils Manager Danny
Ozark after his club's latest taimmasimemer'
loss. "We're not swinging the
bats any differently. It beats
me what's happening."
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Chicago Cubs beat
the St. Louis Cardinals 5-3, the
Cincinnati Reds whipped the
10'
San Diego Padres 10-4, the San
10'
10'
Francisco giants shaded the
Los Angeles Dodgers 7-3 and
the Atlanta Braves defeated the
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. State-Temple game, which has play the tough ones." This is
Houston Astros 4-1.
AP Sports Writer
Penn State as the home team- the first of two Monday night
Pirates 8, Mets 4
NEW YORK tAP) - The it originally was scheduled for TV games and the nation will
The Pirates' belted six extra first
score of the college foot- State College - even though get a chance to see what some
base hits, including home runs ball is
Weighs just 6% lbs. yet cuts trees to 16"
hereby forecast on the the site has been switched to say is Bear Bryant's best-ever
by Bill Robinson, Manny Sang- nose ... 60-48 in
thick. Ideal for firewood, fences, etc. 8"
favor of the Philadelphia? Will the Nittany 'Bama crew. Good luck, Al ...
uillen and Rennie Stennett, in home
58375
cut bar; 1%-hp motor.
team.
Lions be permitted to bring 60 Alabama 35-14.
;Tar Elulston Base)
beating the Mets, sparked by 3
Penn State vs. Temple at
That's because the National players more than 150 miles
1-3 innings of one-hit relief Collegiate Athletic
Association, from central Pennsylvania Philadelphia: There's a tempta$595
in an effort to curtail expenses, while Temple,located in Philly, tion to pick this as the Upset
-has decreed that only 48 play- can only dress 48? The savings Special of the Week. Wayne
ers may go on road trips while to Temple should be all of Hardin has Temple among the
(FILSOMITE BASE)
5 GALLONS
the home side can dress no $3.60, based on 12 players at 30 better teams in the East but
more than 60.
cents a head, which is the trol- Joe Paterno's club is king of
Wonder how Missouri will ley-bus fare from the campus the Eastern hill - alias Mt.
(lATEX BASE)
Nittany - until someone proves
,
like
traveling to Alabama to Franklin Field.
We con lift and store you
knowing the second-ranked
Last year's crystal ball pro- otherwise ... Penn State 27-10.
boat up to 70' for winter.
East Carolina at North CaroCrimson
Tide
won't
even
be
ciuced
a mark of 519 right, 203
5 GALLONS $2595
Repair work and painting
allowed to dress a full third wrong and 18 ties for a .719 lina State: Wolfpack won't be
too!
taking the Pirates lightly after
team? And how about Villa- percentage.
5 GALLONS
nova, coming off a 3-8 season,. Missouri vs. Alabama at Bir- last year's 24-20 squeaker. With
visiting Maryland's defending mingham: -I'd rather play the Dave Buckey pitching and Don
Atlantic Coast Conference good teams than the average Buckey catching ... N.C. State
champs or East Carolina play- ones," says Missouri's Al 28-7.
06 iv lak• ort 108$ 45
Villanova at Maryland:
ing at North Carolina State Onofrio. "I think you have a
inf•rweetion pi•••••
with the same numbers? ,
better chance to develop into a What's a nice guy. like Dick
(502) 4742228
And what about the Penn good team yourself when you Bedesem, Villanova's new
coach, doing in this situation?
Jerry Claiborne is a nice guy,
too ... but Maryland 41-14.
Mississippi at Baylor: Bears
aren't the nation's Cinderella
team any more, but they should
repel the Rebels ... Baylor 179.
Mississippi State at Memphis
State: What chance does a
Bulldog have against a Tiger'
Plenty ... Mississippi State 2413,
Pitt at Georgia: Pitt began
the long road back under Johnny Majors two years ago by tying Georgia 7-7. The Panthers
Murray Home S. Auto Coupon
had better win this one because
. Oklahoma is next ... Georgia
BICYCLE STORAGE HANGERS
20-17.
No Upset Special this week.
FOOTBALL
.
NEW YORK - The World
Football League revoked the.
franchise of the Chicago Winds
No Exchanges - No fund\
due \,to the failure of manageAll Shoes Arriving oily
ment to meet minimum capital
requirements.
Sturdy steel unit, with attractive Mediterranean motif.
."HOCKEY
/
2"in,
Walnut-finished, double-wall shelves adjust at 11
TABER, Alta.- Vic Stasiuk,
tervals to accomodate tall books or display pieces.
'former National
Hockey
Cant-mating black posts and stroll end panels. Space
League player and coach,
saving 30x36x10" size. Assembles in minutes. 19A1
signed as coach of the Taber
102 W. Washington
Paris, Tenn.
Golden Sun of the Alberta Junior Hockey League.

Pirates Win While Cards
And Phils Lose Ground

OFFEN
Tony Bo
Stephen:
Tim Shel

Big M Club To
Meet Thursday
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
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LIMB 'N TRIM
ELECTRIC CHAIN SAW

First College Score:
60-48 For Home Team

7-/fftfwe.L4
11111011N

Harbor Hill
Marine

"DRIVEWAY
TOPPING"

COVERAGES ARE BASED
ON TESTS ON OUR
PARKING LOT.
RESULTS MAY VARY ON
OTHER SURFACES

TRu-TEST

$195

of the Waffil

Final Clearance

_
Shoes
$1 00 $200
Sale
Spring-IL Summer

Starts Thurly -9 A.M.

now

799

1595 VALUE

Adjustable 4-Shelf Bookcase

Nancy's House of Shoes

RECE
Barry
McRey

BLACKTOP
COATINGS & SEALERS
CELOTEX

Winter Boat
Storage

•

Open Friday Nights Iii 8:00
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Tiger Offense Will Feature Depth
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Big Shoes To Fill: Replacement
Must Be Found For Furgerson
EDITOR'S NOTE-This is the
first of a two-part series on the
Murray High Tigers. Today, the
offensive unit is featured. In
Thursday's Murray Ledger &
Times, the defense will be
previewed.
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OFFENSIVE LINEMEN -Candidates for offensive linemen positions for the Murray High Tigers include, top row, left to right, Mark Vinson,
Tony Boone, Bo McDougal, Rob Whitmer, Craig Klein, Lane Bridwell and Tony Thurmond. Third row, Kenny Adams, Andy Rye., Mika
Stephenson, David Noffsinger, Ronnie Hooks and Jerry Jones. Second row, Sam Chadwick, David Cathey, Donnie Winchester, Terry Grogan,
Tim Shelton and Jimmy Irby. Front row, David Kennedy, Tim Garland, Tim Lane, Donny Richerson and Pot McMillen.
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Tennessee Schools Will
Be Stronger In League
EDITOR'S NOTE-This is the first of a two-part series on
the Ohio Valley Conference. The information was supplied by
the conference. Tomorrow, we'll take a look at the Kentucky
schools in the eight-team league.
Austin Peay's hopes of improving on last year's 3-7-1
record may depend on successful rebuilding of the offensive
line and a new face at quarterback.
Coach Jack Bushofsky returns 16 lettermen, including AllOhio Valley Conference defensive back Robert Tripp ( five
interceptions, 54 solo tackles and 28 assists) and tailback
Henry Yarber, selected to the All-Ohio Valley Conference
second team as a freshman.
In finding a qualified quarterback to direct his "veer"
offense, Bushofsky will choose among two veterans and two
newcomers.
Junior Tim Maxwell missed the final nine games of the
season last year with a knee injury after seeing considerable
action his freshman season. Sophomore Connie Tripp was
switched from receiver to quarterback in the spring and
impressed the coaches with his running ability.
Freshman candidates for the signal-calling post include
Steve Brewer from Knoxville ( Fulton) and Randy
Christophel of Cincinnati.
Guard Rodney Nobles and tackle Danny McCullough are
the only returning regulars in the offensive line. Bushofsky
will be seeking help along the offensive front from a host of
junior college transfers and freshmen.
Bushofsky will also be looking at.several newcomers for
improvement of his defensive unit. Junior college transfers
James Green, Lorenzo Keenan, Jerome Duguid, and Ronnie
Green will join veterans Mark Covington, Jimmy Reynolds,
and Paul Mayer.
Austin Peay's defensive secondary should be solid with
linebackers Terry McCabe, Ned Ross, and Bob Bible and
backs Mike Elmore,Don Derrick, Tripp, and Fritz Coons.
"On paper," notes Bushofsky, "it appears we have better
personnel than in past years. Our offense should be stronger
with the addition of Caveak Moody to the backfield. We
should be a much quicker team defensively."

;95

ONS

1

Tennessee Tech enters the 1975 season with almost the
same squad that finished the 1974 campaign 6-5 overall and 43 in Ohio Valley Conference play.
Head Coach Don Wade has 39 lettermen returning. Also
back are two players who sat out the '74 season because of
ineligibility.
Early in the season the Golden Eagles expect to rely on a
veteran defense-nine starters returning-that ranked
second in the Ohio Valley Conference last year and 12th in the
nation among NCAA Division H schools.
-The defense is expereinced, talented, mobile, and
aggressive," says Wade."I expect it will be our strong point
for a while. We're depending on the defense to carry the
bruntrof the work until the offense gets settled and grooved."
Offensively, Tech can field a returning starter at every
post but flanker. The key to the offense is junior quarterback
Gary Perdue, an honorable mention fhoiee in all-conference
balloting last year.
"We've got the experience necessary to be a winner,"
Wade says. "The fellows we do have are pretty good folks.
They'll flat get after your britches."

44

A

At right tackle, Andy Ryan,
David Cathey and 230-pound
junior Timmy Garland are all in
the running for a starting job.
At left tackle, four players are
capable of digging in the trench,
They include Tony Thurmond,
Pat McMillen, David Kennedy
and David Noffsinger.
The Tigers have five people in
contention for the two guard
spots. They include Tony Boone,
Tim Lane, Donnie Winchester,
, Sam Chadwick and Mark
Xelny
f -—
At cente
Adams is expected to return to
his post and will receive backup
from Bo McDougal and Danny
What aboutstrong points?
"If we have any, which I hope
we do, our backs are bigger and
stronger than last year's backs,
with the exception of quarterback," Hina said.
"Our line is not huge but we
have good size. The key to our
season is how quick we become
veteran players.. how we ac-

cept the job of replacing so
many and yet at the same time,
I'm sure we will come through
and give the fans an exciting
season."
That season kicks off Friday
with an 8 p.m. contest at
Fteidland. Last year, Murray
High won 25-6- over the
in
Holland
Greyhounds
Stadium. Reidland will have
one big advantage this year.
They have already played one
contest, that being a 22-0
shutout over Marshall County.

Teddy Special Guest
BOSTON (AP) - U.S. Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., and
his son, Teddy, were special
guests of the Boston Red Sox
Tuesday night for a baseball
game with the New York Yankees at Fenway Park.
The Kennedys, joined by a
couple of the senator's aides,
and Red Auerbach, president
and general manager of the
Boston Celtics, had a pre-game
dinner in the rooftop dining
room.
Then they sat in box seats
near the Red Sox' dugout to
watch the game. No one stirred
during a brief shower in the
fifth inning. However, they
were forced to leave early
wherr teaVier 'rain_ fell-In thtBoston seventh.
The Red Sox won 7-4.
BAASKETUALL _
MOBILE,'Ala.-Jim Taylor,
head basketball coach at the
University of South Alabama,
resigned to go into business.
BASEBALL . .
PHILADELPHIA - The
Philadelphia Phillies acquired
right-handed pitcher John Montague from the Montreal Expos
on waivers.

1 461k _
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OVC Outlook
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clude Todd Harrison, Roger
Grogan and Gregg Garland.
"Every day, they show improvement," said Tiger head
coach John Hina.
"But if you have to pick out a
By MIKE BRANDON
question mark, the quarterback
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
position is it. A quarterback in
"On paper.the T-Formation is so vital. I
You've heard it used a million
have great confidence in the
times by presidents, coaches
three kids but still, there's that
and army generals. So here we
question.
go with a million and one. "On
"None of them are really
paper" simply means all the
work has been done and it's just experienced," Hina said.
"Harrison played defense last
a matter of wait and see until
year, Grogan hasn't played
what's on paper either produces
since Little League football.
or doesn't.
Garland.. he's just a sophomore
On paper, the Murray High
and he's really coming on
Tiger offense looks bad. And it
strong. He has all the tools, he's
also looks good. Explanation
big and strong and can really
time: The Class A State
thiow the ball.
Champion Tigers lost eight of 11
"But I guess really, when you
offensive starters off last
get right down to it, the whole
n's team.
thing is really a question mark.
Th
good part: Depth. You
just don't know until you go
talent
of
plenty
and
There's
out and play a game. But I do
though only three full-time believe we'll be
able to move the
starters return, there's plenty ball
down the field.
of folks back who saw a lot of
"Each day, the kids take
action last year.
Gone from last year are more pride in their blocking
wideout Brad Barnett, tightend assignments," Hina added.
The backfield for the Tigers is
Eli Alexander, left guard Kevin
Skinner, left tackle John Baker, young and potentially explosive. TkLe's also a lot of
4E1414-130134......Kniall.t,-.
= - _
terback Wes Furgerson and -tlept117
Three very capable players
tailback Dale McCuiston. Also
lost via graduation are three are battling for the fullback
players who played fullback, spot, Robbie Hibbard, Darrell
-Cliff Dibble, Ken Grogan-aaci „ithrs? ed bigieeDn
are
oulci-Al
Peickin-5
and
bel
Doug Shelton.
a
playing
ball.
of
lot
are
team
year's
last
off
Back
Junior Lindsey Hudspeth will
center Kenny Adams, right
guard Tony Boone and right get the hod at tailback. Last
tackle Andy Ryan. However, year, he blossomed into an
this year, Boone probably won't outstanding runner, scOring
four _touchdowns against Trigg
be playing at guard.
The biggest hole to fill belongs County in an early season
to that of Furgerson, the in- game. He will have plenty of
valuable quarterback position. backup help from Tony Bayless

and Richie Richardson.
A couple of fine sophomore
prospects have also been
looking tough at tailback. They
are Claude Johnson and Bob
Thurman, both of whom had
very good seasons last year on
the Tiger freshman team.
The receivers all go three
deep. At wideout, Keith Tabers,
Randy Orr and Paul Robertson
are all battling for the job.
Eddie Rollins, a part-time
starter last year at tightend, is
battling with Kerry Thompson
and Frank Gilliam for that post.
Lindy Suiter, Barry Wells and
Greg Vaughn are in a heated
race for the starting job at split
end.
The offensive line could well
be stronger than last season's.
It also has a great deal of depth.

•••

RECEIVERS-Candidates for the receiving positions at Murray High this year aro!°P,". left to right Phillip locharetti, Keith Tubers,
Gang 11tanglon, Keith Cartwright, Greg
Barry Wells, Eddie Rollins, Kerry Thompson, Randy Orr and Frank Gilliam. Front raw,
McReynolds, Lindy Suiter, Paul Robertson and Andy Harrell.
so

EST

Three candidates are all in the
running for the job. They in-

25% OFFSALE
Polyglas Whites

A fast finish in 1974, a solid nucleus of returning veterans
and a good recruiting campaign appear to be the ingredients
for an improved season for the East Tennessee State Buccaneers.
There will be some problems at critical positions as far as
depth is concerned, but the feeling in the Buccaneer camp is
one of optimism.
The offensive line is bigger and more experienced than ir
the past, while the secondary is the strongest area on th('
team. The defensive front wall could be slim, although ther,
are experienced and talented personnel returning from las'
season.
Offensively, George Fugate and Charles Clark head up a
group of talented running backs. Fugate was a second team
All-Ohio Valley Conference selection last year while Clark
was used as a kick returner. Clark ended the spring practice
session with impressive statistics.
The quarterback situation is good with three lettermen or
hand. Veteran Lee Trawick returns for another season and
he is experienced, having started most of last season. Gary
Jennings saw some action at the signal-calling spot last
season and Reed Nelson, who did all the Buc punting in 1974
played briefly at quarterback.
Up front, Bill Perry, Fred Vance, Dan Rosenbaum, and
Ronnie Newberry are returning as is Kenny Brown, an experienced tackle who was forced to sit out last year due to
illness.
The secondary is headed by Peppy McCary, a first team
All-Ohio Valley Conference selection. Charlie Wells, Eddie
DeBro, and Rick Tynes are also back from last year's club
All were starters at one time or another.
Pee Wee Brown and Andy Whetsel rate among the top
linebackers in the Ohio Valley. Depth could be a problem
here.
_
Dave Flattery and Vernon Mott will be the two most experienced defensive linemen returning.
Murfreesboro-Rookie Head Coach Ben Hurt welcomed the
arrival of over 100 football players back to the Middle Tennessee State University campus as the Blue Raiders began
fall practice for the 1975 campaign. Noted Hurt, "We are
ready to get humming. I know our coaches are ready; and
believe that our players are. I have been in contact with most
of them from time to time throughout the summer, and they
all followed the conditioning program we recommended for
them."

Thirty lettermen from last year's team, plus three starters
who transferred from the University of Tampa, form the
nucleus of the 1975 Blue Raiders.
"We have an awful lot of work to do prior to that first game,
and it's less than three weeks away," noted Hurt. "In addition to the normal progress that..you try to achieve in fall
practice, we will have to fit the transfers into our way of
doing things."
Middle Tennessee's first game will be the night of Septerbber 6th against Tennessee State at Vanderbilt's Dudley
Field MTSU surprised the powerful Tigers last year, 20-10.
to even theyoung series at one win apiece. The first home
game for the Raiders will be September 13th against CarsonNewman

2for$5

B78-I3 Cushion Belt Polyglas

During this sale, we're reducing the price of all "Cushion
Belt Polyglas" tires by
This tire has two fiberglass
cord belts to tame wearproducing squirm and help
keep tread grooves open for
good wet traction. Double
WHITEWALL
SIZE

REGULAR
PRICE
2F01

B78-13
C78-14
E78-14
F78-14

$70.70
$73.60
$76.70
$83.00
$86.50

Oft
PRICE
1 FOR

25%

$50.00
$55.10
$57.52
$62.24
$64.88

polyester cord body plies
add strength and resilience.
For real belted performance
- plus an extra measure of
value during this sale period
- the time to buy "Polyglas"
Is now

WHITEWALL
SIZE

REGULAR
PRICE
2F01

25% OFF
MICE
1 FOR

$93.00
G78-15 , $88.80
$95.30
H78-15
$98.80
J78-15
$103.20
L78-15
H78-14

$89.74 .
$46.60
$71.46
$74.10
$77.40

G78-14
Pius $1.77 to $3.21 F.E T. per tire depending on size, and old tires.
RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price.

7 Ea.sy Ways to But

GOODAEAR

•Cash •Our Own Customer
Credit Plan •Master Charge
•American Express Money Card
•Diners Club •Carte Blanche
•BankAmericard

;,.i.t Dealer For His Price Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores

t,ee ',cur e

Lube and Oil Change

$488

Lip tot Ms. of major
brand multi-grade oil

•Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
•Helps ensure longer
wearing parts & smooth.
quiet performance
•Please phone for
appointment

•Includes light trucks

Front-End
Alignment

Engine
Tune-Up

• Complete analysis and alignment correction- to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment.
used by exparienced professionals, helps ensure a precision
alignment

• With electronic equipment our
professionals fine-tune your engine, installing new points. plugs
& condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maximum gas mileage•Includes Datsun, Toyota. VW & light trucks

$1088

Any U S made car —
Parts extra if needed
Excludes front.wheel drive C it

400 $4 for II cTI..
95
32
$
$2 for sir coed

(
Reg. Store Hours: Mon. & Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 7:30 to 5:30

South 12th & Glendale

Phone /53-0595
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Melville Scheduled To Make Farewell Effort

1 11110
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SPORTS

By HOWARD SMITH ..
AP Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (AP)
— The Christine Marie Evert
Invitational Tennis Tournament
resumes today with Australian
Kerry Melville Reid scheduled
to make her farewell appearance.
Miss Evert, a cool, emotionless executioner disguised as a
pretty, bright-eyed 20-year-old
with a movie-star smile, has
ership arrangements were not turned the women's half of the
completed. Two of the club's
U.S. Open into a series of chalbackers placed their in- lenge matches. And none of the
vestment totaling $175,000 with
challengers have done much
the league, pending clari- challenging.
fication and finalization of the
Miss Evert has disposed of
ownership documents.
three opponents with a minBut that clarification-and fi- imum of fuss thus far, losing
nalization never came. One de- only five games. The tournalay led to another and finally,
ment is being contested, if that
the investors decided to pull
is the word, on clay and Chris
out. They withdrew their funds, just doesn't lose on clay. Not
leaving the Winds below the
much anyway.
WFL's minimum capitalization
The last time Miss Evert lost
requirements.
on the soft surface that reAt a special board of goverwards patience and sound
nors meeting, Chicago requestground strokes was in 1973 at
ed time to attract new inthe U.S. Clay Court Championvestors. -That was just the
ships in Indianapolis. Since
kind of request that was grantthen she's run off 16 straight
ed last year," said.Hemmeter.
tournaments and an amazing 81
This year, it was not granted.
straight matches on clay.
Instead, Chicago was stripped
of its franchise. The Winds-- British veteran Virginia
Wade, seeded second here, is
players were distributed in a
among those who think Chris
dispersal draft and a revised
can be taken.
schedule was adopted. The
"There are at least six playWFL.said it would guarantee
ers in the tournament who can
refunds to all season ticket
beat Chrissie," said the outholders and that all player salspoken Miss Wade. "She's not
aries would be paid.

Sails Removed From
WFL Wind Franchise

WATERY LEAP — Motorcyclist Evil Cheesey is about
to land in waist-deep water after clearing six cars and
trucks in stunt leap near Boulder, Colo.

Colonels Need
Financial Help
By NORM CLARKE . .
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP) — The Kentucky Colonels,
defending American Basketball
Association champions, need
backing from groups all over
Kentucky if they are to remain
in the state, majority owner Ellie Brown says.
Mrs. Brown said Tuesday
that she and her husband, John
Y. Brown Jr., recently turned
down an offer from a group
that would have moved the
_ -Camelsto Us

"Considering Cincinnati is the
largest city in the country without a pro basketball team, we
think the ABA or NBA is likely
to move in."
The Browns fought for location of an ABA franchise in
Cincinnati, but negotiations fell
through.

r
,DAYS

KOTEX
LIGHT

She said she and Brown
hoped when they rejected the
offer that a merger with the
National Basketball Association
was imminent.
Brown, president of the ABA,
would not identify the Los Angeles syndicate, but said the offer was enough to bail us
out."
Brown said in a telephone interview that the offer was rejected "because we wanted one
more year to see what the future is."

HAIRSPRAY _
with cash
refund offer,

sAvE $3.07
,,,keldont
Genuine
s Thici‘
Men.Big "p;3csed
CrePe Sae't14.97.
Coitar- Reg- —
Brow^.

LOS ANGELES ( AP) — The
Los Angeles Rams have acquired veteran punter Jim
McCann from the Kansas City
Chiefs, giving up an undisclosed future National Football
League draft pick.
Mike Burke, who won the
Rams kicking job in 1974 and
averaged 36.4 yards a try this
fall, was released. McCann,
from Arizona State, carries an
average of 42.9 yards on eight
kicks during the preseason.
He first signed with San
Francisco in 1971,
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"I told him all he had to do is
look at the profit and loss statements of the 18 NBA teams and
he'd see whara failing business
he is in," Brown said.
"The ABA has really turned
itself around. We now have
nine sound franchises and a
tenth, Baltimore, has just been
added," Brown said. "Besides,
just look at the record.
"The ABA has won 30 of 47
preseason games with the
NBA,- he said. "We've been
superior in talent for the past
couple of years now. We've got
the best young players."
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He said the time is ripe for
an ABA-NBA merger, and that
he had met recently with NBA
Commissioner Larry O'Brien, a
longtime political friend, in
hopes of reopening channels.
"A merger is the only salvation of the future," Brown said.
"Only intelligent direction is
going to get this situation
straightened out. We're all embarrassed at the way pro basketball is operating."
"Maybe there is no future,"
he said. "If not, we think the
Los Angeles offer will still be
there."
Brown said he had appealed
to O'Brien to provide leadership in settling the long-festering merger question.

NEW ORLEANS(AP) — The
New Orleans Saints cut Morgan
Frazier Tuesday, one week
after the Wide receiver was
picked up from Denver.
The Saints are preparing for
Saturday night's National Football League preseason game
against Pittsburgh.

Acquire Punter

ceived the warning, apparently
from an activist group in Chile
about a month ago. He was told
not to play in a Davis Cup
match against Sweden later
this month in Bastaad.
Fillol disposed of Karl Meiler, an erratic West German,
61, 6-1, 6-2.
Romanian ace Ilie Nastase,
keeping his well-known temper
in check, outlasted Mexico's
Raul Ramirez 6-4, 5-7, 6-0, 6-6,
6-3 in the tournament's first
five-set match.
Manuel Orantes of Spain, 26,
outdueled 33-year-old Frenchman Francois Jauffret 64, 3-6,
6-3, 6-4 Tuesday.

END CIF
SUMMER vaP

But she said the team has
suffered losses of $500,000 a
year since she bought majority
holdings two years ago, and a
future move can't be ruled out
unless substantial support if received.
"If people feel the Colonels
are important to the state of
Kentucky.-„they have to step
forward," said Mrs. Brown,
who was in Bowling Green for
an Associated Press sports editors seminar.

The Colonels have tripled
season ticket sales since 1973,
but starting this year they must
play 17 games a year and onethird of their playoff games in
Cincinnati's sports arena.
"That won't help use" said
Mrs. Brown. Two years ago the
Colonels proved flops at drawing crowds in Cincinnati.
"We're still hopeful of gettipg_
out of Cincinnati," Brown said.

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Refusing to go along with the kind of
financial arrangements that
spelled disaster a year ago, the
World Football League instead
has revoked the Chicago Winds
franchise.
The removal of the Winds following withdrawal of two of the
club's key investors, leaves 10
WFL teams to carry on through
the remainder of the league's
second season.
Chicago's mistake was thinking that the new WFL would
operate the same way the old
one did, said President Chris
Hemmeter.
Officially, the reason for revocation was "non-adherence to
the Hemmeter Plan policy."
Translated, that means that the
Winds' financial backing was
slipping and the WFL wasn't
about to wait around while the
club sought to patch It up.
When the Chicago franchise
was formed, certain partnership documents and other own-

invincible on clay. The trouble hammered 15th-seeded Jan
is everyone gets psyched oat. Kodes of Czechoslovakia.
Out of 64 players in this tourna- Kodes, who hasn't won a tourment,58 are beaten before they nament this year, was never in
take the court."
the match against the quick
Miss Wade meets unseeded Vilas who put on an 'liverKatja Ebbinghaus of West Ger- powering display before the
many today. The other two evening gathering of 7,971 fans.
quarter-final matches have Kodes won only the first and
fourth-seeded Evonne Goola- seventh games of the opening
gong going against Japan's Ka- set before Vilas ran off the last
zuko Sawamatsu and third- :3 games of the match.
seeded Martina Navratilova of Vilas' opponent in the quarCzechoslovakia squaring off ters will be Jaime Milo', the 29with Australian veteran Marga- year-old Chilean who has been
ret Court, seeded fifth.
playing marvelous tennis, havThe Navratilova-Court match, ing won four straight matches
potentially the best of the four, without losing a set, despite a
will be played at night.
threat against his life. Fillol reTuesday's play saw three
Latins and a Romanian advance into the quarter-final
round in men's singles.
Guillermo Vilas, the 23-yearold Argentine, seeded second,

BOURBON
BLEND
PIPE
TOBACCO
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Memorial Services
Planned For Union
Ridge Churches

Parasitology Seminar Scheduled
At University September 16-17

Deaths and Funerals

The Union Ridge Baptist and
United Methodist Churches will
hold joint memorial day services on Sunday, September 7,
at the Union Ridge United
Methodist Church.
Bro. Fred Alexander will be
the speaker at the eleven a.m.
worship services. A basket
lunch will be served at noon
followed by gospel singing in the
afternoon.
All persons interested in the
upkeep of Union Ridge
Cemetery are urged to attend or
send their donations, a
spokesman for the two churches
said.

Evertt P. Heater
Dies Today With
Rites On Friday

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Wallace

A "Parasitology Seminar"
scheduled at Murray State
University Sept. 16-17 is part of
a new 'emphasis on the integration of allied health offerings into the university's
continuing education program.
Dr. Harold W. Brown, an
internationally
noted
parasitologist who is now
semiretired in Hopkins County,
will conduct sessions on
parasites from 7 to 9 p. m. on
each date in the Mason Hall
(Nursing Building) auditorium
on the campus.
He will discuss hookworm,
trichinosis, ascariasis,
trichuriasis, and enterobiasis
the first evening, and the
tapeworms of man — taenias,
dipylidium, diphyllobothrium,
hyrnenolepis and echinococcus
— the second evening.
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of
continuing education, said the
seminar
will
provide
physicians, laboratory
technicians and public health
nurses with information that
will be of use to them in serving
the health needs of the area.
Ray Dunn, allied health
coordinator at Murray State,
said 56 people from West
Kentucky and nearby areas in
other states have preregistered
for the seminar. Others who are
interested are urged to contact
him by calling (502) 762-6956.
The registration fee is $10.
Calling the response to the
seminar
"almost
over-

The funeral for Lisha W.
Wallace of Dexter Route One is
Evertt P. Heater of 1604 being held today at the chapel of
Hermitage Drive, Murray, died the Anglin Funeral Home,
this morning at the Murray- Dover, Tenn., with Rev.
Calloway County Hospital. He William D. McKinney, pastor of
was 72 years of age and a Durward's Chapel Pentecostal
Church, Calloway County, ofretired farmer.
The deceased was a member ficiating.
Burial will be in the Hefflin
of the First Baptist Church. He
and his wife, the former Vera Cemetery near Dover. The Max
Dodds, who survives, were Churchill Funeral Home,
married February 25, 1926. Murray, had charge of the
Born August 6, 1903, he was the arrangements.
Mr. Wallace. age 70, died
son of the late Charlie Heater
Monday at 6:45 p. m. at his
and Vesta Brewer Heater.
Stock Market
Mr. Heater is survived by his home.
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
todar furnished to the Ledger & Tunes by wife; four daughters, Mrs. Bill
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Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
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Friends may call at the
Final rites for Mrs. Rue L.
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Rites Are Thursday
For Mrs. Rue Beale

Ford Acts To Prevent Shutdown.
of N ation's Railroads Tuesday

whelming," Dunn said it is a big
step in the effort to contribute to
WASHINGTON(AP) — Presthe improvement of the quality ident Ford has ordered a 60-day
of health care through the cooling off period in a contract
continuing education program dispute that he says "threatens
at Murray State.
a shutdown of the nation's railOne factor extremely im- roads."
portant to us now is input from
Ford acted Tuesday to avert
health professionals in the a strike of four railroad shop
area," he added. "It is essential craft unions that had been set
that we hear from these people to begin Sept. 4. At the same
in the field as we develop time, he appointed a threecontinuing education services in member emergency board to
the area of health."
investigate the dispute.
He added that programs will
Unions Involved are the
be planned in off-campus Brotherhood of Boilermakers,
locations if sufficient interest is Brotherhood of Jtaihvay
Cardemonstrated in specific areas. men, Brotherhood of
Electrical
Workers and the Brotherhood
of Firemen and Oilers. All are
members of the AFL-CIO Railway Employes Department.

Jim Yonts Is New
Flight Instructor
At Local Airport

Jim Yonts, a Murray State
University student, has been
added to the staff of the
Thorobred Flying Service,
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Lair Is Appointed
By Tappan Company
MANSFIELD, OHIO —
Charles R. Lair has been appointed Vice President and
General Manager of the Appliance Division of The Tappan
Company (NYSE-TAP). The
announcement was made by D.
C. Blasius, Executive Vice
President.
Lair will carry the full profit
center responsibilities for the
Appliance Division, including
manufacturing, marketing,
engineering and finance. The
division has manufacturing
locations in Mansfield, Ohio;
Murray, and Springfield,
Tennessee.
Lair joned the company in
1964 and has served in a number
of positions, including executive
vice president of the Canadian
Division and most recently vice
president of operations for the
Appliance Division. He came to
Tappan from the position of vice
president and general manager
the Chambers Corporation in
Oxford, Mississippi, and
previously was assistant works
manager for the AK Division of
Avco Manufacturing Corporation in Connersville, Indiana.
Lair holds a bachelor of
business administration-degree
from Earlham College in Richmond, Indiana. He and his wife,
Mary, reside in Mansfield.
Tappan is a diversified
manufacturer of products used

Jim Yeats
based at Kyle Field here.
The Louisville native is a
certified flight instrifeldr; with
his commercial rating as well.
He will be employed as an instructor in the student pilot
-program at the local airport.

The unions' contract with the
railroad carriers expired last
Dec. 31 and efforts to reach a
new agreement have been underway since then.
Ford used his powers under
the Railway Labor Act to order
the cooling off period and appoint the board. He named as
chairman Charles M Rehrnus,
codirector and professor of the
Institute of Labor and industrial Relations at the University
of Michigan.
Ford also appointed attorneys
Hajold Weston of New York
City and Dana E. Eischen of
Liverpool, N.Y. to the emergency board.
The board is to report its
findings to the President by
Oct. 4 and another 30-day period beyond that is set for the
parties to try to resolve their
-differences iiithoirt -strffe.'
The four unions have rejected
a contract signed by most other
railway unions. It provides for
a 41 per cent boost in wages
and benefii.s over three years.
Under the old contract, the
average wage was 85.66 an
hour.
Sources said the shop craft
unions were not opposed to the

general terms of the agreement
but differed over work rules
and local issues affecting their
memberships.
Efforts to resolve the dispute
had been underway for several
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weeks at the offices of the National Mediation Board, but federal mediators were unable to
break the impasse and recommended appointment of the
emergency board.
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1

tots & Lots of small beads
Just right for macreme jewelry
Make your own
Christmas Gifts Early

us "Serving the Heart of the
Home," including major kitchen appliances, unitary
heating and air conditionAg
equipment, kithcen cabinets
and bathroom vanities.

Sgt. Lawrence Now
At Luke AFB, Ariz
GLENDALE,Ariz.— U.S. Air
Force Master Sergeant Thomas
E. Lawrence, son of Mr. and
Mrs. N. E. Lawrence of 1435
Diego St., Fort Myers, Fla., has
arrived for duty at Luke AFB,
Ariz.
Sergeant Lawrence, a radar
countermeasures technician
with a unity of Aerospace
Defense Command, previously
served at Fallon AFS, Nev.
He is a .1950 graduate of Lynn
Grove High School. His wife,
Anna, is the daughter of Arthur
Downey of Rt. 1, Hazel. The
Lawrences have three children •
James, David and Tarrum
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HOMEGROWN SPICE
Domestic production of
spices — dehydrated onions,
garlic and other vegetable
seasonings and paprika, chili
peppers and herbs — accounts for about 25 per cent of
the spices consumed in this
country, according to the
American Spice Trade Association
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more room to better serve our customers
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KEA President Reaffirms Support Of Desegregation Move
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
The president of the Kentucky
Education Association has reaffirmed the group's support of
school desegregation programs
such as the one starting Thursday in Jefferson County.
Schools in the merged Louisville and Jefferson County system open for the fall term under a court-ordered program
that will involve the busing of
22,600 students, about half of

O'Brien
Appears
Before Jury
DETROIT ( AP) — Jimmy
Hoffa's foster son, Charles
••Chuckie" O'Brien, appeared
at a federal grand jury probe
today to explain his whereabouts on the day the former
Teamsters president disappeared.
Also appearing was Hoffa
confidante Louis Linteau, who
operates a limousine service
based in nearby Pontiac. Linteau reportedly talked to Hoffa
on July 30, the day of the disappearance, and may have
been instrumental in arranging
a meeting between Hoffa and a
reputed Mafia leader that day.
O'Brien, a central figure in
the case, has acknowledged to
the FBI that he was driving a
car owned by the son of the
Mafia leader near the suburban
restaurant where Hoffa was
last seen.
agent-James,Esposit° said in an affidavit filed
with federal court he has probable cause to believe "O'Brien
has used Joseph Giacalone's
automobile to facilitate an abductton of Hoffa."
Giacalone, son of reputed
Mafia chieftain Anthony."Tony
Jack" Giacalone, was the leadoff witness before the grand
jury which launched its probe
on Tuesday.
Attorneys for the federal government questioned
young
Giacalone for half an hour and
followed with 10 minutes of
questions for young Giacalone's
uncle, Vito, another alleged
Mafia figure in Detroit.
Hoffa's familusid Hoffa cabal
them that on the day he vanished he was on his way to
meet Anthony Giacalone. The
elder Giacalone has denied he
was to meet Hoffa.
After his grand jury appearance, young Giacalone and his
attorney, Deday LaRene, asked
U.S. District Court Judge Robert DeMascio to order the FBI
to return the auto.
LaRene characterized the
FBI's seizure of the car as "no
more than a fishing expedition"
and contended there is "no
showing that a federal crime
was committed."

Strip-Mine
Enforcement
To Begin
MADISONVILLE, Ky. ( AP)
— The state Division of Reclamation said it would begin full
enforcement of new strip-mine
regulations today in western
Kentucky.
The new rules on water impoundments, revegetation of
strip-mined land and soil acidity became effective July 2.
State inspectors and coal operators have now had time to
become familiar with them,
Mike Vaughn, head of the division's western Kentucky enforcement effort, said Tuesday.
Warner Ford, an engineer for
the division, said the Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
is ready to begin prosecuting
violators. "We're hiring lawyers, not inspectors," he said.
Reclamation division officials
met with coal operators and
with coal company engineers
here Tuesday. Similar meetings
were held last month in eastern
Kentucky.
The new regulations require
that earthen dams built to reduce siltation of streams will
have to be designed by engineers, a requirement already in
effect in eastern Kentucky.
Vaughn said there had been a
number of complaints of property damage after the collapse
of 30 to 40 such dams in western Kentucky during heavy
rains last spring.
The new rules involve stricter
revegetation requirements, including planting of grasses, legumes and trees within 45 days
after grading except in winter.
Also, new soil tests are required to assure that soil acidity has been reduced

them black.
Public officials plan extensive
security measures to protect
school children as the desegregation plan, ordered by U.S.
District Judge James F. Gordon, goes into effect.
And Gordon issued an order
Tuesday aimed at keeping massive demonstrations against the
program, which has drawn a

number of protests, away from
the schools.
,
Kentucky _Education Association President Billye Pope told
a Louisville Optimist Club
meeting Tuesday that the state
teachers' group "has long been
on record in support" of courtordered school desegregation
because "we know now that
separate is not equal."

Desegregation, she said, is
essential to achieve "the same
quality of education for all,the
children of Kentucky."
When some members of the
audience asked if busing is the
only way to provide equal
educational opportunity,'Mrs.
Pope said -It's the best thing
we've come up with."
"It isn't necessary that we
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support busing," she said, "but
ff that's what the courts say,
that's what we do."
Gordon in effect prohibited
any large public marches or
demonstrations at the schools
when he ordered that for the
_next 10 days, any such gatherings in excess of 100 persons
shall be restricted to the Kentucky State Fairgrounds in

southern Louisville.
Gordon's order, directed to
the City of Louisville and its
safety director, came several
hours after security measures
were detailed by other public
officials.
Extra police and federal marshals will be available in case
of demonstrations, unarmed security guards will be on duty in
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the schools, and a fireman will
be stationed at each of the 65
elementary and secondary
-schools to forestall false
alarms.
Mayor Harvey Sloane said
parents will have an opportunity to set an example for their
children, -by showing them
that we can obey the law even
when we don't necessarily like
or agree with the law."
And the county's chief executive, County Judge Todd Hol-

Bic
Butane

4-Way
Nasal Spray

Disposable
Lighter

Dismiss
Disposable Douche

Relieves head colds, hay fever, nasal
allergies
oz.

Thousands of lights, adjustable flame
Reg.$1.49

Pack of 3 Disposable Douches
Reg. $1.69

lenbach, expressed a belief that
the metropolitan area "is capable of surviving the traumas
of busing without creating
physical or psychological
fears."
The city and county schools
have about 120,000 students, 20
per cent of them black. White
students could be bused for two
of their school years under the
plan, while blacks, since there
are fewer of them, will face
busing for up to eight of their
12 school years.

g.

Realemon

Protein 21
Shampoo

Reconstituted
Lemon Juice

Pepsodent

Choice of Normal-Oily or Dry
Formulas
7 oz. Bottle

Toothpaste

Natural Strength
24 oz. Bottle

Family Size Tube 7 oz.

Hunting Season is Here! We have the largest selection
of Guns & Ammo in this area. All At Discount Prices

CR Gillette Right Guard Anti". Perspirant or Gillette
tight-Guard Powder
Anti-Perspirant

Tylenol

,.
Golf
Balls

Safe, fast pain relief without aspirin,
for the millions who should not take
aspirin
Bottle of 100

8 oz Cans

Bag of 6

99

Assortment
Ladies Summer

Sandals

$1-$2-$3
Jump Suit

c5Wale442eats

Easy care-no iron
Close Out!

Sierra

Quality
Wood
eg. $19.95

Sizes
8-12

Sizes 8-18

Asst

Solid Colors

Nice Selection
Mans Western

Shirts

Reg. $44.95

$3995

Reg. $13.95

Slacks
$399

By Uniroyal

includes... Bow
Arrow &Quills

Cooler

Ladies 100%
Polyester

Knee-Boots

Hunting Set

Tennis
Rackets

Coleman

Use Our
Convenient
Lay-Away
Plan

$799
From

40-45-50 lb. pull

30 qt. Poly-Lite
15280A700

2 Gallon Glavanized

Freezer
Bags

Garbage
Cans
$497

Pint-Qts.
L.2 gal.Bag to Hold
6 to 10 lbs.

Reg 5.99

Sizes S-XL

Early American

Nu-Life
Rbred

Lamps

aluminized
Asphalt

Assorted
Colors

Accent
No Drip
Latex
Inside Wall

African Violet

Potting Soil
4 Of. Size

69'

1 lb. Bag
Shredded
QUICK- WAY

Decorative Marble

Paint
$137

9"

Landscape Chips

Pan & Roller Set

Remover

$3971

- 50 lb Bag $1 99
All Corning Ware
At Discount Prices
Kitchen Starter Set
2 Ot Covered Sarre Pan
10- Covered Skillet
9- Pie Plate

Corelle Ware at Discount Prices

OUTSIDE WW1

Gal

Master Kate

Scented
Oil
for Lamps

12 Volt

Light Bulbs
For Boat
Campers Etc.

99!

Inside
LateNall

Paint

$219
gal

.IIASTERMTE

LATEX
WALL.PAINT
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2. Notice

2. Notice

LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.
Hughes Paint Store. 401
Maple St.

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"

If You
Need Them:

When you need sepplies,
seuireerrt or service call
as. Oresing is whet ere
knew hest. We hove eteern
clearers sad ether deeming
erreipasent fee net.

Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency..
753-5131

3. Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks for the many
kindnesses extended to us
during the illness and
death of our father and
grandfather, Marvin C.
Billington. Special thanks
Doc tors
to
goes
Marquardt and Hutson,
the nurses at the Murray
Hospital, Bro. Lawson
Williamson and Bro.
Terry Sills, Mr. Gus
Robertson, Jr., and Mr.
Ron Hampton, the donors
of food and flowers, and
the Blalock Coleman
Funeral Home. May
God's richest blessings be
with each of you.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Billington and sons
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Walker and daughter

753-7753
Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line...753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

A

Social Concerns
Committee and
The ledger
& Times
Aar
IF YOU have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
ANTIQUE SHOW. Pennyrile Mall, Hopkinsville.
September 17, 18, 19 and
20. For information write
Zajac Presents, 1832
Sylvania Avenue, Toledo,
Ohio or call collect 419473-2641.

Kings nen
Jantzen Sportswear
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
. day before
p. m. the
publication. fe-

2. Notice

2. Notice

Murray Coins
And Antiques
opposite bus station.

108 North
6th Street
153-0140.

NOTICE
Approsunately 12,000 sq ft of
rental space available at bld
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Paclung Corp.
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342

FREEZER, VERY large
HEALTH,LIFE, burial, up
upright cold spot. Used
to $2000.00. Health no
one season. Call 492-8702.
problem. Call 753-1976.

HOUSE FULL of furniture,
moving-must sell. Living
The sooner you call,
room set, two bedroom,
the sooner
kitchen appliances, Norge
WATKINS PARTY PLAN
washer art dryer, deep
is new. Great hostess
you save
freeze, sewing machine,
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Phew 153-0439
student desk, air conGeraldine Mathis, 1705
ditioner, miscellaneous.
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.
All priced to sell. Call 7538. Storage Buildings
3861.
5 lost And Found
box
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable' MATTRESS AND
springs with legs. Never
Boston
buildings. Maintenance
LOST MALE
been used. Call 474-2757.
free. House type conTerrier, black and white.
delivery.
16th.
South
structed. Free
Lost on
rolled
Built on treated skids. TWO DRAWER desk with
Wearing red
stain resistant top. Call
Many in stock. Any size
leather collar. Reward.
753-6659.
built to order. See to
Call 753-3213.
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile
LOST, FEMALE Irish
17. Vacuum Cleaners
south of Cherry Corner off
Setter, wearing a silver
Highway 121 South.
chain collar. Missing
KIRBY VACUUM Sepsince Sunday morning in
tember Sale. Free hose
area. 10. Business Opportunity
Pottertown
attachment with the
Reward. Call 436-2147.
purchase
of
every
LOANS AVAILABLE for
upright. Rebuild your old
any type of business or
LOST A 3 month old male
Kirby Vacuum for only
real estate. Call Mrs.
black Labrador Retreiver
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
in the Cypress Bay Resort
Roberts, 404-455-1668.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
area. Reward offered.
day.
Call 901-232-8662.
14. Want To Buy

.1, p41,1!

WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks for the many
ELECTROLUX SALES
kindnesses extended to us 6. Help Wanted
and service. Call Tony
PIANO. Call 753-1619.
during the illness and
Mongtomery,
753-6760,
death of our beloved TELEPHONE
day or night.
SOLICATORS. Contact VENEER LOGS wanted,
husband and fattler4 Otis
whiter 'oak,' viatriut,---tish
'Joieph-Weiss, Calliiiiay
G. Loftin.
and hackberry. Highest 19. arrr Equipment
Fair Grounds. Apply in
Special thanks to"Doctors
prices paid for logs 14" in
person.
Hugh Houston and Donald
diameter
and
up. NEW AND used John
Hughes, to the nurses on
Deere planters, AllisDelivered
to
Benton,
Ky.
WASH
PERSON.
See
third floor of the Murray
Al
Chalmers hard land
will buy standing
Jimmy Boone in person,
Calloway
County
planter. Vinson Tractor
Veireer trees. Call J. H.
no phone calls, oone's
Hospital, Dr. David Roos,
Company, 753-4892.
Miller ,354-8440.
Laundry and Cleaners,
Mrs. Margaret Porter,
605 Main.
Mrs. Jane Prince, the
15 Articles For Sale
LATE MODEL new ideal 2
pallbearers and all the
row corn picker, good
friends who sent food and NEED EXTRA MONEY
MAO WHEELS, 2 in front condition. Call 753-5499 or
for Christmas? Company
flowers and showed
Rocket, 2 in rear Mickey
753-0843.
has five openings. Partkindness in anyway; also
Thompson, all 4, $60. Joe
to the Blalock Coleman
time $75 and up. Full time
Lasater, 753-4530.
JOHN DEERE 45 Square
$125 and up. Send phone
Funeral Home. May
back combine, with both
number for interview.
God's richest blessings be
headers. In good conWrite L. Emerson, 1503 SLAB, SAW dust, dead
with each of you.
dition. Call 474-2337.
wood for sale. Call after 4,
Chaucer Drive, Murray,
Mrs. Maurine Loftin
436-2337.
Dorthy S. Loftin
430 _CASE farm tractor,
bush-hog and blade. Call
ANTIQUE
DRESSER,
1-3514192.
I WANT TO LEARN
chifferobe, couch, small
ABOOT M05€5 AND
refrigerator,
pie
safe,
size
51'. PALit. AND ,vtINNEAM5
14 dresses, sideboard. AGRI-PRODUCTS is now
taking orders for fall
Call 753-6392.
grain bins. We also have
gooseneck grain trailers
COLLECTION
OF
in stock. Miracle Span
Womans Day and Family
Circle magazines. Call , farm buildings are ready
for delivery. Call 753-2958.
436-2285.

YOU DIDN'T CLEAN
YouP ROOM-- YOU
DIDN'T TAKE YOUR
BATH ---YOU DIDN'T
WATER THE LAWN
, YOU DIDN'T DRY
THE DISHES--

eltIJSMA

16. Home Furnishings

12. Insurance

AUNT
FRITZ!
BAWLED
ME OUT

WHAT
DID
YOU
DO'

D6 CATERPILLAR Dozer,
good condition. Call 1-3546392.

NOTHING!

SPECIAL GET acquainted
sale. Antique furniture,
china, coins, and supplies.
10 to 25 per cent off this
week only. Murray Coin
and Antique Shop, opposite bus station, 108 N.
6th Street. Call 753-0140.

Era,

( IF I A5K A Olift0EANT To IS2IN6 ME A PAPEK CLIP AND 1N5TEAD OF EHRIP*NG
ER IT COMES." AND I -YELL, "DOW' 74ir..0W iT.'" SLIT NE
'T Ti9 ME 0-1E '/El.L.
TNIEOW5 iT ANYWAY BECALJOE E KNOWS XM NOT A GOOD CATCkEg AND wHeN
wo40 HAS TO PI
M155IT,
IT UP, TIE 5ERGEANT wHO
TR"?' TO CATCH rr z
DISOSE'r ED ORDER5 OR T.-4. LIEJTENANT

MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.

a-3

BAR TYPE car top
carrier. Never been used.
One Riverside fiberglass
canoe kit, $50.00. Call 4928840.

WW1
PLAY ALONG WITH THEM
M.PRESIDENT. I CAN'T
MOVE THIS PLANE.. AND
IF THEY SHOOT AND HIT
THE DYNIAMLTE

NEV.! THAT'S OLOC
ANDAIRCRAFT SUN!
WHAT ARE THOSE
IDIOTS DOINO

Y04.1 RE WORTH A
DEAD
MILLION
TWO MILLION.OR
ALIVE. NAME IT.
MY PAMILY AND OWE
OFFICERg,
AS A ciTiz.EN
A DESTOFGRATITUOE TO'YOU
:*ANT TO commesa,
AND THE
c_..\,
YOU ON THE WOQK
( 'NI ENTIRE
YOLIRE DOING
•
RouCE
FORCE
clr-41

It

3
WHAREVER. HE

GOES--1)-1AT

Lit GRAY
CLOUD
SOES-

-ANI'DISASTER
HAF'PENS.•!-

20. Sports Equipment
1973 SKI BOAT, motor, and
trailer, will trade for
small pickup. Call 7535985.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.

22. Musical

16'60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870.

basement
WALK
IN
apartment, bath. Call '7534386.

FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors
and patterns 40 cents a
square foot. Murray
Lumber Company, 7533181.

TWO YEAR old, PI HP
deep well pump complete.
Also Honey extractor.
Call 753-4091
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
/53-0870.

26 TV Radio
GOOD USED RCA portable
16" T.V. Call 753-1712
after 4 o'clock or see
Gerald Waldrop.
BLACK AND WHITE
Zenith console T.V., like
new. $75.00. Phone 7539653.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. One or two
bedrooms. ziromerimm
Apartments South
Street. 753-6609.

16th

33 Rooms For Rent

For Rent
ice large furnished
partment for 3, 4 or 5
• Is,

Phone
753-5865
or 753-5108

CORNf FOR freezing. Call
753-7143.

SLEEPING
SINGLE
accomodations with
refrigerator, laundry
facilities. $75.00. Phone
753-4813 after 5.
34

TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartment on Peggy Ann
Drive. Furnished or
unfurnished. Call 4928225.
FURNISHED OR unfurnished 1 or 2 bedroom,
laundrymat
Grocery
store, pool on premises,
on water front ideal for
retired. Call Mansard
Island Resort 901-6425590.
TWO BEDROOM, private
bath, electric heat,
available immediately.
Call R. W. Churchill 7532736 or 753-8395.

Houses For Rent

BEDROOM,
THREE
available immediately.
Call 753-8124 between 12
noon and 1 p.m. or after 5
p.m.
FOUR ROOM house, bath,
in country, with garden
space. Well water. Call
753-0169.

38 Pets Supplies
AKC
REGISTERED
Labrador Retriever, 3
months old. Wormed and
shots. Call 901-642-6936.

FOUR
REGISTERED
Border collie puppies.
Four months old, and two
27. Mobile Home Sales
working border collies.
FURNISHED
ONE
M. W. Bailey, Route 2,
TRAILER WITH large
bedroom
apaitment, lb Murray, 753-3645.
rns..alt_acheci.- Woetect- 71-144ing.--roorn1 --kitchen,
at Well-Vera Resort on
private entrance and bath
PARADISE KENNELS Kentucky Lake. Fully
for student. Phone 753Boarding and grooming,
furnished, air
con3143 after 4 p.m.
Pick up and delivery
ditioned, and electric
service now available.
heat. Write or call Bill ONE BEDROOM furnished
Call
753-4106..
Oakley, 420 Schenkel
apartment. Located by
Lane, Frankfort, Kys
White Hall $105.00 per
40601, phone 502-875-1900.
month, Part of utilities, 41. Public Sales
couples prefered. Phone
1973, 12 x 60, all electric,
YARD SALE. Saturday
753-3805.
central heat and air, with
September 6,706 Meadow
service pole, steps and
Lane. Dishes, toys, golf
porch. Call 435-4537 after 5
clubs, children and adult
clothes. 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
p.m.
Rent

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421916 or 443-8223.

28. Heating & Cool:ng
SALE ON DUO-Therm roof
mount air conditioner.
Arrowhead Camper Sale.
Highway 80 E. Mayfield,
Ky. Call 247-8187.

29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM fully
carpeted, fully furnished.
Washer, air conditioner,
big porch, good condition.
$3,000. Call 753-4627 or 4892324.
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 50, 2
bedroom, washer and
dryer, air conditioned,
water furnished. One mile
from
city
limits,
references required. $100
per month. Phone 753=3.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase 10 x 50,
TWO bedroom
plan. Lonardo Piano
house trailer, electric
Company, across from
heat and air conditioned,
Post Office, Paris, 3 blocks
from University
Tennessee. Also The
on private lot. Prefer
Antique Mall, 4th &
students. Call 753-7833 or
Sycamore, Murray, 753-5709.
Kentucky.

USED SET of Encyclopedias. Just like
FOX MEADOWS AND
new. Call after 5:00, 753- PIANO TUNING, repair
Coach Estates Mobile
prompt
9459.
rebuilding,
and
Home
Parks. South 16th
service. Rebuilt pianos
Street. Homes and spaces
753Dyer
Ben
sale.
for
54-SELECTIONS
of
for families only. Call 753E1911.
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
3855.
and up. Moulding to
match
paneling. 22. Musical
30. Business Rentals
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs SAXOPHONE, CONN alto,
beautiful condition. With
decorative paneling 4 x 8
For Rent
sheets $4.25 each. vs" CD - deluxe case. $325.00.
Beauty Shop
Phone 753-2583.
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle boar
All New
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet REYNOLDS
ARGENTA
Equipment
topping at 25 cents square
trumpet for sale. Silver,
6 dryers, 2 rasa lands mat
foot. Interior latex white
beautiful tone, two years
cembisiethee
dr
gallon.
paint $3.95
old. Two Bach mouthPhone & All Utilities
Fiberglass panels at 10
pieces and black case in
furnished
cents to 25 cents square
excellent condition. All
VISO per month
foot. Luan and birch doors
for $150. Call 753-7380.
Riviera Trailer Court
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
No. 24
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Call vitae SAO, 753-0757
24. Miscellaneous
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for BUILDING
FOR
16 Home Furnishings
cabinet tops. Solid colors
automotive work. Gas
and patterns 40 cents a
heat, air compressor and
ONE WHITE apartment
square foot. Murray
hoist furnished. Phone
size stove in good conLumber Company, 753713-3018.
dltion. One refrigerator,
3161.
avacado green. One knee31. Want To Rent
hole desk. Call 753-7895.
BUSINESS FOR SALE
Mixed .drink bar and MOVING FROM Texas
USED TAN leather couch
package liquor store, 12
makes) bed, $25.00. Call
looking for house. to rent
mite north of 1Graves
753-6815
with some acreage. Need
i•
County line on Highway
not be irt‘top condition
•
APARIM'ENT SIZE stove: 45. Priced to sell. Phone 1willing to repair. Please
554-9061.
Call 753-3489.
fall collect 314-441-0058.
•
•
•

32. Apartments For Rent

24. Miscellaneous

1

For

2 Bedroom Apartments
Stove,
refrigerator,
water furnished, all
electric, central heat
and air.
Start at $1 15 month, no
Pets
Murray *MOT
Apartments
753-8668

MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
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YARD SALE, 213 South
Ilth Street. From Friday
12:00 a.m. to Saturday 6
p.m.
GARAGE SALE 520 South
6th. Friday 3-8, Saturday
8-12.
RUMMAGE
SALE,
American Legion Hall,
Saturday September 6th 8
a.m. to 1 p.m. Sponsored
by Lynn Grove Methodist
Church.
MOVING - Must Sell
stove, $40.00. Call 7534131.

WALLIS DRUG

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

The Great Sale Continues
At

Shirley Florist

col
cai
"V

Garden Center
500 N. 4th

753-8944

Auction Sale
Sat. Sept. 6 10:00 A. M.
Rain or Shine at The
E. C. Tucker Home
4 Miles East of New Concord 2 miles South East of
Mt. Carmel.
Will,sell.lots of good antiques, household, and
hand tool Rims.
Antique broad ax, fro, hand bell, German horse
collar, cow bell, childrens round table with drop leaf
sides and chairs, lots of stone ware, old cow cookie
jar, grandfather clock,lamps,side board, metal pitcher, teapot, sugar bowl, crystal, old whisky bottles, library table, wash board, 2 brass tea kettles,
sewing machine, brass candle holders bass vases,
silver antique watch, 2 antique moonshine jugs. 2
iron wash pots, a lot of this stuff came out of Germany years ago. 2 Air compressors, fishing equipment. books and magazines, ton and I.-2 comalong,
34 ton comalong, 1-12 ft. step ladder, 1-5 gal. thermo
jug, milk can, 6 wheel portable work bench,'100
7 ft. aluminum fence post, wheel barrow, elect. 220
heater. A real nice play house for children. Lots of
other items to numerous to mention.
Lunch will be served

Terry Shoemaker
Auctioneer
)

436-5327
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/1"PAYSTO ADVERME•••ADVERT/SE WHERE/TPAYS
43. Real Estate
For Rent
APART•
.! or two
irrunerman
iouth 16th

Rent
LEEPING
ons with
laundry
i.00. Phone
5.
f

Rent

ED ROOM,
nmediately.
between 12
m. or after 5

house, bath,
with garden
water. Call

plies
1STERED
,etriever, 3
Normed and
901-642-6936
GISTERED
ie puppies.
old, and two
ter collies.
Route 2,
3645.
IENNELS d grooming,
id delivery
available.

43. Real Estate

THIS DESIRABLE home
in the county is one of the
finest, offering 1 acre
shaded lot, 3 bedrooms, 3
baths, central heat and
air, 2 car garage plus new
1 car detached garage,
den with full wall
fireplace, all built-ins plus
refrigerator; if you are
looking for a luxury home
in the country, take a look
at this one at Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South 12th,
753-3597.

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

43 R,

51 Services Offered

NEAR MAO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.

51. Services Offered

ESTATE AUCTION

ROY HARMON'S Car- PROFESSIONAL
JANITORIAL
service.
penter Shop (old ice
Daily service, carpets,
plant). Complete
floors, walls, furniture.
remodeling and repairs,
Call collect 502-335-3506.
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting. JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
Plumbing and Electric.
nights.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE by owner.
Beautiful spacious, 3
bedroom home at 1409
Dudley. Call 753-4381.

Saturday, Sept. 6, 1975, 10:00 a. m.
Mrs. Alice C. Taylor Estate
Water Volley, Ky.
Hwy. 45 & Monroe St.
NOTE: This reel estate & persental preperay wes wiled te the W.M.
Valley Eilloakonary Onpdat Gera by Mrs. Twofer, every it,. sells.

lievsased, Applisaces, Antiques
Real Inhiale

2 Bedroom brick home on an 80' x 150' corner lot
A pre-auction inspection is invited.
Terms: Cash or Personalized Checks,
Lunch Available, Plenty ot binaue.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
For further hoferstatiee Contact
Sycamore
has
five
Mr. Marra Stephens, Executor
CARPENTRY
WORK.
AUDUBON,
3
licensed and bonded sales 1700
Remodeling, room ad502-355-2294(Rites)
oon 2 baths, family
personnel to serve you
HURRY
ditions, any type of home
CHARM PERSONIFIED phis twenty years exAubert j\ittleg
UR Today
improvements. Free
Bee the fel wish
AOCTiONEtkaREALEs7ATEBROKCP
in Gatesborough. We have clusive real estate exestimates. 436-5840.
wadmil Nt
(0011470-37$3
SO. FULTON. TNN
this
family
home perience. Call 753-1651 or
c.
peters chewed
come
by
featuring 4 bedrooms, 2/
our
office.
We
1
2
Storm
windows
baths, fireplace, family like to talk REAL SIX ROOM Brick House,
lubricated to make
11
/
2 baths, 6 miles from
room, built-in kitchen, ESTATE.
raising and lowering
city limits. 40 x 40 garage,
central gas heat, central
"DETENTE I"
them easier and preven10 acres of land, deep
electric air, double TO BUY or sell Real
ting damage in the
well, 256 ft. highway
garage. Contact Boyd. Estate, call or see us at
49. Used Ca - - & Trucks
6 Homes For Sale
future.
frontage. Will trade for
Majors Real Estate, 105 Fulton Young Realty, 4th
Cal New fin cheapest rotes
We can lift and store
house in town. Call 436& Maple Streets,
N. 12th, 753-8080.
phone
1973.CHEVROLFT.'Impala.
753-5320
70'
to
for
5560.
boat
your
up
BRICK
753-7333. We have local
HOUSE with 8 23000 miles,
one
owner.
winter. Repair work and
FIVE ACRE tracts on and out of state buyers
acres, five miles from
Call 753-3436.
painting too!
Kerby Jennings Trail(Ky and handle property of all PRICED LOWERED to
Murray, with riding
CARPET
CLEANING,
1918), a blacktop road, kinds, in both Kentucky
stable and other out$36,900 on this 2,200
experienced,
very
1973
GRAND
Harbor
Marine
Hill
PRIX,
near Hamlin, Ky and and Tennessee. We need
buildings. $28.000. Call
square feet house at 1661
reasonable rates,
midnight green. Must
Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Chandler Park. These lots your listings now. Home
753-6486.
College Terrace. Three
references, free
sell. Call 435-4429
Oa Ky. Lake st NW 45
are located in an ex- phones: Fulton E. Young,
bedroom, 2 baths, living
estimates. Quick drying.
Fin inforesistiso phew
clusive development near 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
room and dining room, 1305 WELLS BLVD.; 2 1963 CHEVY 2 ton with
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
(502) 474-22211
Kentucky Lake. It is only 753-3744.
bedroom brick veneer,
family
room
with
powerful PTO wench. 16
a short distance to boat
empty, possession with
fireplace, all electric
EXPERIENCED Elecft. bed, 16 ft. boom. $1,595.
launching facilities at
deed. Call 437-4573.
kitchen, utility room,
Nome Heel nod operwted ever 20 years. Do net Mr any coatroct
trician. 30 years depenLots For Sale
44
12,000 Pound Tamden tilt
WILL PAINT tractors. For
Chandler Park. Each
eel lob is finished
large brick paneled atdable
service
,
trailer, $97.5.00. Also 1959
information call 753-1356.
tract is nicely wooded and $10 DOWN
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
tached garage with
homewiring, remodeling
AND $20 per
GMC cabin
chasis.
Phone 753-3914
100 South 13th St.
has good building sites. month will
brick
home,
2
miles from
private
repairs, service changes,
office. Can
buy a large
$400.00. Portable wench
Roachos,
Hiss,
Shrubs
ond
Savor
Fish
EXPERIEN
CED
PAINElectric and phone are in
Murray. East Y Subassume 53/4 per cent
grain bins di dairy barns.
Kentucky Lake access lot.
on frame powered by 4
TER. Interior or exterior
the area. Reasonably All utilities
division, Call 753-4064 or
mortgage with $16,300
All work guaranteed. Call
including
.cylinder
Wisconson
painting, Also will apply_
priced_ John C- nubauer,-- • central
753n11.39,-Jsalanc
a.
water:I'
-engtviei475.01rTnttlett7 blk -Tali sealer to
Realtor, 505 Main Street- weather
possession. Call 753-7241.
streets
436-2538.
driveways. Call /53-8361 EXPERIENCED
Murray, 753-0101 or 753PAINTelephone 4364320 or 436ONTA0111
7_
7531.
TER will do interior or
BROWNS
Assoc-A.4Mo
For
GROVE,
Ws
2473.
old 2
1962 CHEVY 3/4 ton pickup.
•
II I
exterior
work
by
the
hour
bedroom house with bath
By Owner
WIRING
8 ft. bed, 6 cylinder, 3 ELECTRICAL
or job. 753-8343.
and utility, on a beautiful
3 bedroom brick house
home and industrial, air
speed, nice truck. $295.00.
shady 134 acre lot. Call
on large, shaded, well
conditioning
and
1957 Chevy looks real
489-2464.
landscaped lot with
refrigeration, plumbing 54 Free Column
good, runs. .$145.00. Call
p.
baths,
cathedral / Nick, 436-2538.
and heating. Call 474-8841
MALE YELLOW Collie
ceilings, large living
COLDWATER, 1 year,
or 753-7203.
dog. Three years old. Had
area with wood burning
new, large 3 bedroom
1968 OPAL Kadett wagon,
All Camper Supplies and
,-----'-',.... 1,shots. Call 436-5454.
fire place; large kitchen
house. Extra large lot, 2
CONTACT
Nice, new tires 24 to 30
SHOLAR
•
with
built
in
G.E.
range
car
attached
Camper !railer Amain
garage,
Brothers for all your
MPG, 575.00. Call 753and
side-by
ADORABL
-side
E
refPUPPIES
patio, separate laundry
bulldozing, backhoe work,
1566.
freezer. Enclosed cargood for pets. Phone 753rolm, central air and
or trucking needs. Phone
port and utility room.
9390.
heat, built-in range and
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3541965 or 69 RENAULT, 4
A
iar
////
dishwasher. ExLocated 3 miles out in
speed transmission. Call 8161 after 7 p. m.
traordinary. Must see to
Meadow Green SubEIGHT MALE and female
436-5588.
division.
appreciate. Call 489-2493
KIRBY CARPET CARE- Collie-Spitz puppies. Call
489-2681
1973 MG MIDGET, moo
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
$29,503.00
firm. Call 753-6737. • -. .. business, homes, and
Call 753-7940 after 5:00
Institution. Rugs come MALE ENGLISH Setter
p.m., Mon.-Fri.
puppy, 3 months old.
clean by steam cleaning.
1970 FORD RANGER XLT
Needs a home. Call 901Free estimates. 24 hour
pickup truck, power
OWNER:
BY
Three
232-8662.
answering service, 500
bedroom brick and 30 x 32 steering, power brakes,
Maple. 753-0359.
conditioning,
Stran steel building, also
air
Built-in Roofs
FREE 10 week old female
automatic 360 V-8 engine,
new three bedroom brick
Wood
Shingles
dog.
Black,
mixed breed.
ELECsteel belted radials, LICENSED
and twelve acres. Call
Will be small dog. Call
TRICIAN - Prompt,
Phone 1-354-6392.
753-8615.
-Asphalt Roofs
474-2752.
efficient service. No job
r
New and Old Roofs
too small. Call Ernest
BY OWNER at Midway. 50. Campers
FREE
10
week
White.
old
female
753-0605.
Ranch style 3 bedroom
Coll...
Chihuahua Pug. Has been
brick house with carport, CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales,
wormed.
Call
753-7869.
GUTTERIN
G
BY
kitchen with dishwasher,
Robert Swift-owner
Sears,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Sears seamless gutters
large living room and
Fold down, unique, Good
EIGHT WEEK old female
installed
per
your
bath, combination
used trailers, loy mile east
Route 6
Murray, Ky.
dog. Part Collie part cockspecifications. Call Larry
laundry and sewing room.
of 68 and 641 intersection.
a-poo.
Will
be
Lyles
medium
at
753-2310
Chain link fenced back
for
free
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
sized. C,all 753-4307 after 5
estimate.
yard, fifty-five foot TV
527-7807.
p.m.
tower with antenna. Air
conditioned and electric 51 Services Offered
ALUMINUM SERVICE
heat. Unattached two car
COMPANY siding by
garage or workshop on 1 HAY HAULING.
Alcoa. Awnings
by
Truck
acre. Call 753-5765.
Howmet Aluminum or
and crew furnished.
Rigid Vinyl. No down
Reasonable rates. Call
FIVE BEDROOM home in
payment. Free estimates.
David Benton, 753-7699 or
Benton Kentucky, family
Call Will Ed Bailey, 492753-0123.
room, two fireplaces,
8897, Bobby Lawrence
corner lot, three blocks M&B CONSTRUCTION
492-8879.
Invited
Cordiolh.
from school and downCO., landscaping,
town. Will sell completely
backhoe work, general LIGHT
HAULING.
It'oi .4re The Opening
furnished. Call 527-9203.
hauling, bush hogging,
Livestock hauling and
1.4)
plowing and discing. Call
small appliances. Call
436-2540.
HOME HUNTING? You
436-5844 or 436-5472.
will find a large selection
, in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
Street
Fourth
and Insurance. Across
FARM
North
from Post Office, Phone
Approzawatoly 150 acre form is fsmom1 emE his VI ma, blacktop rood frenteps end water fresh'. so Ullie
753-3263. Nights and
*Hr. Nes wim berm with electoMNI. Cilty wetter sod electricity svoiable. Cheers reserve
crops for the
011
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
year 1115.
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753every Fricke( night, 641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
AUCT1ONIER'S 5011: Nitre is sit smiertenity to buy either "cramp that wee be formed or 'Hike property,
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345Newt is suitable for home beadle, sites end stool &creole. Thh property has approximately /
This week lots of good merchandise. Solid cherr)
1
2ink heaters
2343, Loretta Jobs 753Sana0.
ea•geed Markt.), read plus water fresh,* en Litt% River.
gate leg table, 8 chairs and press, match set and
6079. Member M. L. S.
nice, bedroom suit, dinette sets, stove, refrigerator
TERMS: 20 per cent downy Pay of sole. Mimic* with dead with. SO (lays. Tuxes I. H prorated es of date ef
air conditioner, piano stool, coffee table and end
47 Motorcycles
&sae
tables with Italian marble. Odd tables, chairs,
chest, wicker rocker and table, wardrobe, quilts,
POSSESSION: With Heal.
1967 FIARLEY DAVISON
glass,dishes and lots more.
CATTLE
74. Electric start. $1,800
12 Caws, 10 Calvin, 1 lel. Al conk have heft tested
Excellent condition. Call
Shorty McBride
FARM MACHINERY
753-6564
Bottom,
Mower
Plea
Neu
Tractor
14"
- 6 het
601 Ford
- Noway Dirty Ford Greeter Slade - Rubber
-2
No. 247 Auctioneer

Winter Boat
Storage

FREE
Termite
Inspedion

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

MURRAY CAMPER
SUPPLIES

:les
Saturday
, 706 Meadow
s, toys, golf
en and adult
m. to 3 p.m.

:, 213 South
From Friday
o Saturday 6

LE 520 South
3-8, Saturday

SALE,
E
Legion Hall,
ptember 6th 8
m. Sponsored
we Methodist

• Must Sell
0. Call 753-

V'0

• •_

Jimmy Herndon, Owner
753-8072

inues

KEN MORRIS

Residential

Auction
Sale

436-1171

150 Acre Farm, Cattle & Machinery
10:00 A. M.

LOCATION: Go Highway 68E from
Murray to Cadiz and turn left at the Bank
of Cadiz. The farm is located straight
ahead .4 of=a mile out past city limits on
Will Jackson Road.

8444

AUCTION
SALE

East of

sold, and

Lan horse
drop leaf
nv cookie
metal pitiisky bota kettles,
SS vases,
le jugs. 2
it of Gerng equipomalong,
I. thermo
!nch,'100
elect. 220
1. Lots of

i \'
-...--14-1,

ing
SwifComme
t Roof
rcial

SATURDAY,SEPT. 13

SALE

/Arv.,
., . ,

436-2171

Tqa
sh
Su
The
107

Blossom

Shop

September 7
flours of
(Wrings the
1-5 p.

Tire Wars,(Sep Made)- Antique Hillside Broakial Plow - 400 Hies of Nay - Noseeite Plower Saw - 5.
Nolo Shoe Drill with Fertilise Attache:Hat - Li, Makes - I Let of Mend Tools - 1 Foot lateneetimeal
Retry Mower - 1 Let Tobacco Sticks. Otber Items Tee Ntinierows Ti Menton.
TERMS ON CATTLE a MACHINERY. Cosh

Owners: U. W. Noel and Robert Noel
ANY ANNOUNCEMENT MADE DAY OF SALE TAiCES PFLEC'EDENE OVER
PRINTED MATTER.

Ken

Morris, Realtors and Auctioneers

2414 Ft. Ceatioell It,d Nopkiarrille, Kernocky 42240 (502)111642115
2.

Rua /Ramis
Weber I Airetkreese

Domini Foster
Appreatice Mactimmer

Jody Gilkey
Appreatice Aractieweer

Uses Morris
Apprentice Aectimmer

LIKE NEW 1973, 450
Honda. Lots of Extras.
Also 1949 Indian Chief 74.
Excellent condition. 812
Olive.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 F'ONTIAC Le Marts
sport coupe, brorize with
black vinyl top. Steering,
brakes, air, factory, AMFM stereo radio, tape
player,
new
tires.
SHARP. Call 753.4909.
19711 TORINO good condition, $1,300.00. Call 7538769 after 5 p.m.

NOTICE
Due to the many sales which we have made in the last 6 weeks
We are in need of New Listings. We have customers waiting
for properties.
Call Guy Spann Realty Today To List Your Property.
753-7714
753-7724

"Your Key People in Real Estate

753-7724
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EQC Grants Aid In Teaching Environment
F'RANKFORT, Ky.—A little
money can go a long way
toward educating Kentucky's
young people about the environment.
That's
the
philosophy behind a series of
mini-grants presented to 31
Kentucky school districts by the
Environmental Quality Commission (EQC).
Seven Western Kentucky
school districts—Marshall and
Trigg County schools and
Mayfield, Murray, Paducah
and Providence independent
schools—received grants

averaging $450, according to
Bill
Blankenship,
environmental education consultant for the state Department of Instruction.
Blankenship
that
said
although the grants are small,
they are helping to start eneducation
vironmental
programs where none existed
before. In districts that already
have environmental education
the funds are being used to help
build and equip outdoor
classrooms—natural sites near
schools where students can

observe and study the envircuirnent.
The Providence school
system,for example, is helping
to develop an outdoor classroom
In a city park near the Broadway Elementary School and the
high school. The EQC grant will
pay for the printing of guide
books to each of several trails to
be laid out in the park. It has
also purchased nature guides,
audio-visual kits, science
equipment, a water pollution
detection kit and other
materials for use in outdoor

studies.
An eight-acre site in Mayfield
needs a bridge, treated wood
benches and signs and
deepening of a swampy area in
order for the land to become an
effective outdoor classroom.
The EQC mini-grant will supply
these improvements and will
sponsor an orientation to the
area for teachers.
Trigg County has jut
acquired an invironmental site,
and EQC funds Will provide a
workshop on environmental
education and a visit to the area

for teachers.
An environmental awareness
unit, complete with filmstrips,
reference material, pollution
testing kit and teachers' guides,
will be available to fourth
through sixth grade clagses
early next year, thanks to an
EQC mini-grant. The threemonth teaching unit will be
tested in local classrooms this
fall.
Murray schools already have
an environmental education
outdoor laboratory and the
curriculum materials to go with

it. Now, teachers want to
develop audio-visuals at the
site. The EQC grant will supply
the equipment for production of
slide-and-sound presentation,
time-lapse photography, and
microscope photographs. ( The
school system already has a
Camera.)

Motivating students through
an environmental approach to
the study of science is the
purpose of a Marshall County
environmental education
project. The EQc will finance
the books for this course and
will provide a water testing kit
for a senior high school advanced science class.
Paducah city schools are

fortunate to be near enough to
Land Between the Lakes to use
this envorinrnental education
area for outdoor study
programs. Paducah used an
EQC mini-grant to train high
school students and teachers to
instruct student groups visiting
Land Between the Lakes.
Originally, the mini-grants
were part of a large project
funded with $10,000 by the EQC
in December, 1974 "to develop
an environmental ethic in the
young people of Kentucky,"
according to Jackie Swigart,
EQC chairman.
The grant sponsored a series
of Department of Education
workshops that trained en-

vironmental education cooradminister
to
dinators
programs in school districts
around the state. Money left
after the workshops were held
in the spring of 1975 was to be
distributed as mini-grants to
interested schools.
However, the mini-grant idea
proved so popular, Blankenship
said, that the requests for
grants far exceeded the amount
left in the EQC grant.
The EQC awarded a subsequent grant of $5,000 to
support environmental
education projects proposed by
school districts throughout
Kentucky.

You'll be payingthe bill,
soletCo
ssknow
yourchoice!
Congress is about to make an important decision that could affect the cost and
gas mileage of your car for years to come.
Since you will be paying the bill, we thought you should be aware of two
major alternatives being considered by Congress right now. They concern the
control of emissions kom cars. Should the standards *governing automotive
-------ernissions-bemrade
t-trieter than they are tadayrOr are they strict enough
n6w? Take yciur choice.

Chbice1

1

_

The President and his Administration have evaluated the pros and cons of current law'governing
emissions and recommend that thtandards
for today's cars be extended for five yeart:

Results
• There will be continued improvement of air
quality as new cars replace old cars. (Compared to pre-controlled cars, today's standards
result in reductions of over 80% for hydrocarbons and for carbon monoxide and about
40% for oxides of nitrogen according to industry data.)
• Working with current standards, automakers
can meet their individual commitments to the
President and improve industry-wide gas mileage between 1974 and 1980 by an average of
at least 40%.

Choice2
Present Federal Law calls for even stricter emissions standards for 1977-1978 model cars than
those required today. Some members of Congress
favor these stricter standards.

Results
• Stricter standards would add only marginal
improvement to air quality. (California is an
exception. It has a special air quality problem
and has its own special standards.)
• To our knowledge no auto manufacturer yet
knows how to meet the 1978 standards on a
mass production basis. Current "best effort"
experimental systems. however indicate the
following fuel economy and cost penalties:
—your gas mileage could be reduced by 5%
to as much as 30% according to publicly
stated company estimates
—the cost of your car could increase by an
estimated $150 to $400 according to company estimates in statements to Congress
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Where do you stand?
These are the choices. We.thought you ought to know what they are, and what they
will mean to you as a customer. Your United States Senators and Representative
should know what you think. Write to them.

Let your U.S.Senators and Representative know your choice.
U.S.SENATORS

U.S. REPRESENTATIVES

(write to this address:)

(write to this address:)

House of Representatives
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510 Washington, D.C.20515
Honorable Walter Huddleston*
(Dem.,Elizabethtown)
Honorable Wendell H. Ford
(Dem.,Owens orb)

District 1
Honorable Carroll Hubbard Jr.

District 3

•
Honorable Romano L Mazzoli*
(Dem.,Louisville)

(Dem.,Bowling Gre6)

(Dem., Lexington)

District 4
Honorable Marion Gene Snyder* District 7
Honorable Carl D. Perkins*
(Rep.,Brownsboro Farms)

(Dem., Mayfield)
District 2
Honorable William H. Natcher *

District 6
Honorable John B. Breckinridge*

(Dem.,Hindman)
District 5
Honorable Tim Lee Carter a

(Rep., Tompkinsville)

From American Motors, Chrysler, Ford antGeneral Motors
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STELLA STARS WIN — The Stella Stars 4-H Club won
an award in the 4-H variety show division
at the Kentucky State Fair during August. Left to right,
front row, are Elvis Presley played by Timmy Barrett Betsy Ross by Stephanie Wyatt; Pepi' by
Lisa Hale; Uncle Sam by jimmy Joe Hale;
Susan B. Anthony by Dawn Sledd; and Neal Armstron
g by Renee Sledd. Back row are Will
Rogers by Terry Sledd; Mickey Mouse by Paula Gammon
and Henry Ford by Richard Tremblay.
Not pictured are Thomas Jefferson by Donnie
Hargrove; Daniel Boone by Jimmy Scruggs; Orvill
and Wilbur Wright by Ronnie Wilson and Jarry
Satterwhite; Miner 49'er by Brad Bryan; and
Shirley Temple by Cherly Tremblay.

Second Annual Campers' Fair
To Be Held At Piney In LBL
A spectrum of activities
ranging fican flea markets to
puppet shows will highlight the
Second Annual Piney Campers
Fair September 19-21 at Piney
Campground in Land Between
The Lakes, TVA's outdoor
recreation area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee. This
special weekend will feature
activities for campers at Piney
in addition to an open house for
the general public.
Open house will be held at the
campground from 10 a. m. to 7
p. m. Activities open to the
public will include nature hikes,
recreation vehicle equipment
demonstrations, a flea market,
fishing and archery demonstrations and music by the U. S.
Ariny _Band. Those visitors
capping at Piney will be
eligible to exhibit at the flea
market. Tents will be provided.
Light refreshments will be

provided during the festivities
by the Dover Business and
--Professional Women's Club and
the Kiwanis Club, the Kentucky
and Tennessee Chapters of the
National Campers and Hikers
Association (NCHA), the
Kentucky Good Sam Club, and
the University of Tennessee at
Martin.
Special evening programs
will be provided for campers at
Piney, including performances
by Chuck Smith's Bluegrass
Band and a Living History
Program from Fort Donelson in
Dover,Tennessee. There will be
a puppet show for the children
and a square dance for the
whole family to enjoy. Softball
tournaments will be held between the Kentucky and Tennessee chapters of NCHA and
the Murray Good Sam Club.
All camping at Piney, located
8 miles west of Tennessee High-

FFA TOBACCO GRADING TEAM PRESENTED AWARD — Three members of
the Calloway County High chapter of
Future Farmers of America won first place in the Kentucky FFA Tobacco Grading
Contest at the Kentucky State fair during
August. Left to right are Larry Gilbert, Vo-Ag teacher, and members of the team: Shea Sykes,
Patrick Webb and Darrell
Beane. Presenting the ribbon and trophy is Wendell Butler, Kentucky Commissioner of Agricultur
e.

OTASCO
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT.

way 49 and 3 miles north of U. S.
Highway 79, will be on a-firstcome-first-served basis. The
cost is $2.25 per night. All sites
at Piney have electrical
hookThe weekend is sponsored by
the University of Tennessee at
Martin, Kentucky NCHA Clubs
in District One, Tennessee
NCHA Clubs in the Middle
Tennessee District, the Kentucky Good Sam Club, the U. S.
Army Outdoor Recreation
Section at Fort Campbell, the
Land Between The Lakes Area
Ministry, the Western Kentucky
Twin Lakes Recreation Vehicle
Dealers Association and TVA's
Land Between The Lakes.
Further information about
the Campers Fair can be obtained by contacting TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231

SHOTGUN

SHELLS
4tAvy OW .1

Motor 00

218°1

SAVE
35%

dlemakers, and weavers, juried
for excellence by the Guild, will
set up their displays on the
grounds of Indian Fort Theater
near Berea.
Special demonstrators will
throw pottery, weave, turn on
the lathe, grind corn, dip
candles, and spin wool into
yarn. Music will be near continuous, offering Kentucky
Bluegrass and ballads in the
striking amphitheater.
Parking is free, and concessions are provided. Ad-

mission is $2 for adults: 50 cents
for children, good for all day.
Hours are 10 to 8 Friday and
Saturday; 10 to 6 Sunday.

57'*:.1

Reg.
574

Quality oil at a low, low price. 20 and 30 weight. 19141.2,-3
•19... pa*
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Dove and Quail. Choice
of 12, 16 or 20 gouge.
6. ,76 556

Use Otasco Credit!

Westinghouse

HITCHER
WASTE Blfl

LIGHT
BULBS

Local Craftsmen To Appear At
Kentucky Art Guild Fall Fair
Murray craftsmen W. E.
Watson, Gary Parker, Clara
Eagle, Jeff Martin, and Fred
Shepard are scheduled to join
over 80 other exhibitors for the
Kentucky Guild of Artists 81
Craftsmen's Fall Fair October
3-5 in Berea. Watson, a woodworker, will also do a lathe
turning demonstration.
The Guild's first Fall Fair,
based on the successful May
event, will draw exhibitors from
across Kentucky. Potters,
woodworkers, painters, can-

ONLY

1 I

Reg. W28
4.39 la

SAVE
60%
LIMIT 2 PKGS.

44 quart capacity. Lift top
style. SC1-873 5

The Fair is sponsored by the
Kentucky Guild of Artists di
Craftsmen, a
non-profit
organization serving over 400
Kentucky members. Now in its
15th year, the Guild works to
preserve, develop, and promote
the arts and crafts of Kentucky.
From Berea offices, the Guild
sponosrs two annual Fairs,

Westinghouse

SEIRED
BEAMS
SAVE
66C

Minnens Murray
Open Nights and Sundays
O
il
PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Bel Air Center

At Minnens!

OUR FINEST ONE
COAT COVERAGE

EQUAL IN QUALITY
TO NAME BRANDS
BUT LOWER IN PRICE
•11111111.,

Reg. 155
1.99 I

OUTSIDE
LATEX

4.

TUB(
tAlk
LATE*
'4441/994
9404.416

..11111.1111.

Dries to a smooth durable finish in only 30
minutes. Resists peeling, cracking and mildew. Choice of colors.
In 194 499 1

Reg.
1.07

88c

OUR FINEST ONE COAT LATEX
CAULKING
COMPOUND
Superior flexibility, ex cellent adhesfon - Will
not harden and crack
50-555 5

High Waisted
Front Twin Zip
Belted Stitched Crease
Sizes 3-15

111111.116
BANKAHERICARO
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"
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;
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od oriblstrriaScPr°°P/
)fler
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Sale
Price
6Goes on smooth with brush or roller
Dries quickly too velvety finish. Leaves
-no 'prbintr611V-Clihice of decordtor
colors. 30 44, 45.01‘3,

Sale Prices Good at Over 600 tores Throughout the South anti SoUthwest

kl-Air Shopping Center
Prices Good thru
Saturday Only

1
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JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS

NORTHSIDE
SOUTHSIDE
Chestnut St.
S. 12th St.
8 a. m.-10 p. m. 6 a. m. - 12 p. m.
Closed Sunday

Prices Good Thru Tuesday Sept. 9, 1975

TOTAL

IT'S
THE

TAPE

ON

THE

GOV'T GRADED-U. S. CHOICE - HIGH QUALITY

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

ROUND STEAK

Budget Beef
A BUDGET MINDED ALTERNATIVE TO
THE PRICE OF CHOICE BEEF
Prices Applicable to Budget Beef ONLY

T-BONE STEAK.Lb. $1.39
SIRLOIN STEAK Lb. $1.29
ROUND STEAK.Lb. 9.19

Field's Bacon

1.89

BONELESS

RUMP OR
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST.Lb- $1.29
PLATE BOILING BEEF .Lb. 39c
Not Our UsuaLQuality Product

ConsuiTier Tip

'GR.

BONELESS RUMP OR SIRLOIN

U. S. CHOICE
GRAIN FED
OVER USUAL
HIGH
QUALITY

12 oz. PKG..$11.2

9

OLD FASHIONED

Bologna

--1N-THE
PIECE

rup Roast

Sprinkle with salt and oeooer to taste, melt o little
bacon grease in pot, brown roast with one chopped
onion at high heat till very dark, Pour enough cold
water on meat to cover. Bring to a rolling boil and
reduce heat to o gentle simmer. Cover and let simmer
for two hours, remove meat from pot and make gravy.
I used corn starch to thicken the liquid because it
makes a clear gravy that looks nicer and never is lumpy. Just mix four tablespoons corn starch with o little
water and stir into liquid Slice meat, place back into
gravy and keep warm till ready to serve Can be served as open faced beef sandwiches or with mashed
potatoes and vegetables Either way, it tastes good

•

'2.99
u). 9.49

Rib-Eye Steak NNELESS
Rib Steak

Lb

3 Lb. or

GROUND BEEF
Chopped Kraut 10,01
Mustard Greens
/9
5c
Turnip Greens

More
VAN CAMP'S PORK 'N

RED DART

Green Peas

300

SUGAR

COLONIAL OR
WHITE GOLD

5 Lb

59

C

RICH 'N READY

55c

Orange Juice /1 2 Gal
Miracle Whip 32 oz

2r

Beans 300 can

300

300 Can

27c

GOLD
MEDAL

BANQUET FROZEN

Pie Shells 2-9"Pkg

49c

ENGLISH MT. CUT

5Lb FLOUR

25c

Plain
or
Self-Rising

HUNT S'

CRACKERS

Tomato Juice

1 Lb. BOX -11r

.49c

37 °z

Fudge Frosting

ID

69c

VLASIC-FRESH

p.

WHITE-YELLOW-LEMON

5

Kosher Dill Pickles at

79c

CHEER DETERGENT
DISHWASHING

TUNA 49c
6/1 2 oz.

JOY
32 oz.

89'

49c

19

WILDERNESS

CHUNK

BISCUITS
p 5

Purex Bleach /
1
2Gal
KING
SIZE

Cherry Pie
Filling
No 2 Can 694

ALL

3 Lb.

SNO-KREEM

139

Shortening

FRESH-FIRM

Lb.

Red Apples 3 Lb. Bag

235

79c

Lemons

Dz.

9c
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39

Bag

$1.09 Green Beans 303 Can

batib•d

CAKE
MIX

Lb. $1.39

PURE-100%- OUR USUAL HIGH QUALITY

Wicker's Bar-B-Q Sauce 28 oz

BUDGET BEEF POT ROAST

39

Lb.

BUSH'S

RIB-EYE STEAK Lb-.

THAT
COUNTS

Hi
Cl

Bartlet Pears

Lb

29c
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receive
copy o
Times
to cell
p. m.
deliver
Is ei
. m.

.39
.99
.49

fc

I9c
.05c
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Handwriting Analysis Aids In
Charting Behavior Of Inmates
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Handwriting analysis is the
newest tool—and perhaps one of
the most accurate.—being used
in corrections to measure the
effectiveness of rehabilitation
programs on inmates.
At present, graphoanalysis—
or, handwriting analysis—is
being used, for the first time in
Kentucky Cerrections history to
study the progress of inmates at
the state reformatory near
LaGrange.
The study is limited to only a
small segment of the inmate
population but later may be
expanded to include more inmates on an on-going basis.
"There have been many studies
of the behavioral changes of
inmates, but none is so unique
as the handwriting analysis,"
said an inmate officer of the
reformatory's chapter of 7th
Step Foundation, which has
sponsored
two
certified
graphoanalysts to conduct a
study of its members.
The analysts, Steve Slyter
and Mrs. Iris Holmes of the
Handwriting Consultants of
Kentucky, have been charting
the behavioral growth patterns
of club members for several
months and are starting to
reach some conclusions.
"We can determine by
studying their charts that there
has been a major change in
attitude for the good in many of
the inmates,''said Mrs. Holmes
in a recent interview.
Mrs. Holmes said at the start
of the study manyji the
mates "exhibitedi the low self;
confidence and problems with
interpersonal relationships
which are so common to incarcerated men.
Mrs. Holmes and Slyter both
agreed that, although their
study is incomplete, the club is
beneficial • in developing selfesteem and stronger mutual
respect among inmates.
They said that before coming
to the reformatory they didn't
know what to expect. "But even
before we started the study, we

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger L
Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
to coN 753-1916 between 5:30
p. m. and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Coils must be placed before 6
. m.

30 0•Y PRECIPIT ATION OIIYLOOA

1974 Drug Arrests Up 50 Per Cent
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
number
of
Kentuckians
arrested last year for narcotic
law violations soared over the
1973 total by more than 50 per
cent.
According to the 1974 state
police Uniform Crime Report,
which was recently released,
7,404 persons were arrested on
drug-related charges last year,
a number which broke the 1973
record total of 4,889.
Since 1970, the first year that
state police began collecting
statewide crime statistics, drug
arrests have climbed by more
than 375 per cent.
The 1974 figures also showed a
71 per cent increase—from 969
to 1,657 — in the number of
juveniles arrested. Adult
arrests increased by 46.6 per
cent, up 3,920 to 5,747.
The
youngest
persons
arrested inducted nine juveniles
under the age of 10. The oldest
were three persons 65 and older.
Both those totals are down
slightly from 1973, however.
A breakdown of drugs involved showed that 64.7 per cent
of the 1974 arrests were made
for selling and-or possessing
marijuana; 25.1 per cent for
dangerous non-narcotic drugs;

could tell that, whatever their matory. West said
his
problems, these men were organization is involved in
seriously interested in helping various therapy and couseling
themselves and each other," programs
which
need
Mrs. Holmes said.
-psychologically strong men,"
Some of the characteristics who can be discovered in the
the handwriting analysts try to handwriting tests.
measure are the pressure of the
Psychologists generally
pen on the paper, curves in the aren't willing to endorse handscript, slant of the handwriting writing analysis as a valid
and spacing between letters and scientific procedure but Dr. 30 DAY TEMPERATURE OUTLOOK
words.
Harold Moon, president of the
Mrs. Holmes said the inmates 7th Step board of directors and
are asked to copy a paragraph himself a psychologist, says it's
from Henry David Thoreau's well worth exploring.
"Walden" because it has a
variety of different strokes,
making the job of analyzing
easier.
She said that attitude changes
are measured on the basis of
more than 180 trait possibilities.
The first presidential ruesThe inmate's score is deter- sage to be sent via "airmail"
mined by dividing the rating of was carried by Jean Pierre
his positive traits by the rating Blanchard in a balloon which
of his negative traits. Positive lifted off from the courtyard
Sovrc• U S WEATHER BUREAU
traits include stability in in- of the Germantown, Pa.,
terpersonal relationships and prison.
WEATHER OUTLOOK — This is the way the nation's
George Washington .witnegative traits include reliance
weather shapes up, in terms of temperature and pernessed
liftoff
the
balthe
of
on hostility.
cipitation, over the next 30 days, according to the U. S.
The score, according to Mrs. loon which landed 40 minutes
(AP Wirephoto Map)
miles
away.
later,
15
Weather Bureau.
Holmes, should indicate
whether the inmate will have
trouble adjusting to the outside,
as well as show his progress
inside the prison.
Graphoanalysis also helps 7th
Step Director Bill West
determine which men should
Millions of Americans not IRS Publication 590 "Tax In- is tax deductible on your in- pension plan and place them in
lead
7th
Step-sponsored
programs inside the refor- already covered by pension or formation
your new employer's plan when
or
Individual dividual income.. tax return.
profit-sharing plans may be
Q. If I'm laid off or leave my you become eligible. Again, you
Retirement
Savings
able to contribute tax- Programs," available free from job, can I withdraw the money I wouldn't have to pay a penalty
deductible dollars toward their
have vested in my company's or tax on the money tranIRS offices.
retirement as a.tesult
the„.
Q.-Asalthelestly-one who can- stualifind.pension plaunand put-it ;efersvark.
Pension Reform Act of 1974. contribute to my Individual in an individual Retirement
Q.. I've retired from the
Here are some of the more
Account?
Retirement Account?
military and am drawing
commonly asked questions and
A.
If
your
employer permits,
A. No. Employers and unions
answers about the provisions of can sponsor group Individual you may take the money and retirement 'pay. My present
employer doesn't offer a penthe law.
Retirement Accounts for em- put it in an individual Sion program.
DS my Military
Q. I'm not covered by a
ployees and members and make retirement account. However, retirement
pay make me
pension plan where I work?
you must do so within 60 days of
contributions to these plans.
ineligible to set up my own
What are the ways I can invest
Q. Is there any limit on what receipt. The 15 per cent of $1,500 individual retirement account?
funds in an Individual can be contributed to an In- limit does not apply to money
Retirement Account?
dividual Retirement Account? transferred to an individual
A. No. A person who is
A. There are several
A. Yes, the maximum per retirement account under these drawing retirement pay from
methods.
An
Individual
year is 15 per cent of the in- circumstances. Nor is there a the military, a police departRetirement Account can be set dividual's wages, salary or penalty charge by the IRS. If ment, a fire department, or any
up as a trust or custodial ac- annual earnings, or $1, 500, your new employer permits, other occupation, may still
count at a Federally insured
whichever is lesser. That limit you may withdraw from your establish
an
individual
financial institution such as a
applies regardless of whether individual retirement account retirement account, as long as
bank, savings or
loan
the individual, employer, or the funds which came from your he or she is otherwise eligible
association or credit union. A
union contributes. The amount previous employer's qualified for an account.
number of insurance companies
offer individual retirement
annuities,ised U. S. Individual
PRIZE WINNER — Carol Retirement Bonds are available
Sabatino, two, won first prize from Federal Reserve Banks
as a "Raggedy-Ann'in the pre- and branches and the Treasury
school and kindergarten sec- Department's Bureau of Public
tion of the Story Time Parade Debt, Washington, D. C. 20226.
contest at Mechanicville, N. Y. Funds in accounts in many
She's admiring her prize, a thrift institutions can be inbook even though it is up- vested in annuity contracts,
savings accounts, mutual funds
side-down.
and stocks or bonds. Additional
(AP Wirephoto)
information may be found in

First presidential
'airmail' message

5.6 per cent for opium or
cocaine; and 4.6 per cent for
synthetic narcotics.
By county, Jefferson County
led the state again with 2,349
arrests, up from the 1,962 in
1973. Fayette County was next
with 502 as compared with 287 a
year earlier; and Kenton
County was third in the line with
400, up from the 242 in 1973.
No drug arrests were
reported in Elliot, Fleming,
Green, Owen, Owsley and
Robertson counties. Three of
those counties—Owen, Owsley

and Robertson counties—have
not reported a drug arrest in the
past five years.
According to arrest totals,
those most often arrested for
drug law violations continue to
be white males, although there
is a slight but steady rise in
arrests of women and blacks.
The number of women
arrested last year reached 878,
which is 315 more than recorded
a year earlier and 465 greater
than the 1972 figure. The
number of the blacks arrested
went from 708 to 953.

Here's the
fact

Questions And Answers On Pension Reform Act

Using classified advertising for
buying and selling gets results within
minutes after publication. If you
don't believe us. Ask someone who
has token advantage of the
Classified Advertising.

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Phone 753-1916
Call us today and let us show you.
., c**************************#

FALL
savinGs
SPREE.

OTASCO

PHILCO COLOR COASOLES

;9c
19c

SAVE
SO

SAVE
$50

PHILCO COLOR PORTABLE
...mooed pochorr

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

100% SOLID STATE
• 1 3-inch Diagonal Screen
• In-line picture tube
ims • Rosewood finrshi cabinet
will,frodo•in

WE SERVICE,

Super
Philco Feature/

WALNUT FINISH

100% SOLID STATE—
• 25-in. Picture tube
• Black matrix picture tube
• Hideaway controls
• Hands off tuning

.TWO YEAR
PARTS LABOR
WARRANTY

WHAT WE

f fee
horr• sgow$co tf any
Fort pror•s defochw• worth
pr. two wows of sale includ
prctuo• tube

SELL
Sol.

Friday Night til 8:00

OTASCO

Ar ()wee 600 Ste.. Throughout The South and Southw•st

Bel-Air Shopping Canter
94 Mon.ilivrs.
9-11 Fri. IL Sat.

a.strood

Thru
Saturday Only

MEDITERRANEAN DESIGN
PECAN FINISH
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Illness,Crime Grow Out Of Recession,According To Expert

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

skills smartly, carefully. You,
as many others now, must keep
abreast of new trends, changing
situations.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Do not be swayed by your
emotions. Objectivity will bring
you a clear view of all
situations. A romantic involvement will call for an
especially perceptive eye.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A good period for everyday
matters and, in some respects,
for the unusual and extraordinary. Look for some
good news in the p.m.

Ari

ARIES
rdrA
'Mar. 21 to Apr. 70) "
Curb a tendency to be overly
critical. Don't look for flaws in
every issue that arises. Emphasize tolerance and optimism.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Look searchingly for answers
to problems in which you may
have become involved. Don't
shut your eyes to them. A bright
outlook is yours for the seeing.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Strongly auspicious Mercury SAGITTARIUS
influences should lend fresh (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Stars warn against vacilvigor, zest to your activities.
Capitalize on your ingenuity. lating, changing plans or
projects before they have been
CANCER
given a fair chance. Steady does
(June 22 to July 23)
,You may receive helpful it.
backing in a business venture CAPRICORN
from persons you were not (Dec.
22 to Jan. 20)
counting on. Gains also indicatMaintain a calm attitude in
ed through correspondence.
all situations, and you can avoid
LEO
a lot of frustration. Stress tact
iJuly 24 to Aug. 23 ) ittg in all dealings — especially with
You enjoy taking aggressive members of the opposite sex.
action, and here is just the day
for it! Aim for your objectives AQUARIUS
in a swift, sure manner, but be Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
sure exactly where you are
Trade ideas, reach for wider
heading.
horizons: They broaden as you
gain more ground, knowledge.
VIRGO
Think big, but do not step so
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You have more at work for briskly, that you overlook
you than you may realize. Use details.

nt,v

4
(40

)(G

PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Influences, somewhat adverse now, suggest that you
avoid antagonizing others. If
necessary to assert your
viewpoint during discussion, do
so dispassionately.
YOU BORN TODAY are
proud. persevering, discriminating, dedicated to whatever
career you choose and ever
ready to be of service to
mankind. You have a passion
for details, however, and may
tend to become swamped by
them, and your feet are usually
so solidly planted on the ground
that you sometimes fail to look
up at the stars. Your exactitude
and meticulousness are boons in
many instances, of course, but
try to realize that, as a Virgoan,
you have been endowed with
great artistry, so try to
cultivate that side of your life.
Although you can succeed in
business, teaching or science,
which strongly appeal to you,
you COULD also make an excellent writer, musician,
sculptor or designer. Birthdate
of;Henry Ford II, Amer. industrialist.
PRINCETON BATTLE
Part of the Battle of
Princeton. Jan. 3,1777, was
fought in Princeton University's Nassau Hall, where
British troops had taken
refuge. — CNS

Atnli dur
urity
I Soacil
check too valuable
to spend time
here?

CHICAGO, (AP) — More
mental illness, more physical
illness and more crime grow out
of economic recession, says a
group of social scientists.
And they said the cost of these
consequences is greater than
would be the cost of programs to
create jobs.
Government officials look
only at the direct economic
impact of unemployment, they
told the annual convention of
the American Psychological
Association on Labor Day.
They said that not only do
thefts, robberies and burglaries
rise, but so do the rates of
suicide, murder of infants,
admission to mental hospitals

and illness and death from
heart and other diseases.
There frequently is a lag of
one, two or three years in some
of these rates, but already the
impact of unemployment is
apparent in some of these
areas, they added.
Dr. Hannah Levin, professor
of psychology at Richmond
College, City University of New
York, Staten Island; and Dr.
Ralph A. Straetz of New York
University, a political scientist,
studied 45 unemployed men and
their families in Brooklyn and
Staten Island.
"A moat tragic part of each
interview," Dr. Levin said, was
that 90 per cent of the men

blamed themselves for being
unemployed and felt despair
about their future.
She said the children, too, felt
the stress of their father's
unemployment and expressed
the fear they might have to be
given away.
She
said, "Physicians
prescribe milk and Vitamins for
children
suffer
who
malnutrition," so "it is time
psychiatrists and psychologists
include the prescription of work
as a way to a more meaningful
and satisfying life.

And just as the government
has begun to assume some
responsibility for feeding the
poor with food stamps, it must
become national policy to
provide full employment for all
our citizens who wish to work."
Dr. M. Harvey Brenner of the
Johns Hopkins University
school of hygiene and public
health said community mental
health centers already are
recording more admissions and
have longer waiting lists as a
result of economic instability.
It is likely that more serious

forms of mental disorder will
arise later, based on studies of
previous economic crisis, he
said.
And he tracted rises in crime,
illness and death from physical
disorders which have been
associated with past periods of
unemployment saying that
these, too, will be intensified
over time.
He said the cost of these
consequences is substantially
beyond what would be required
to alleviate economic conditions.

Bumper Crop Should Mean
Lower Prices For Apples
A bumper crop of apples is
"The price of apples for the
ripening in orchards across the consumer is going down some
nation and the large supplies and the quality is going to be
should mean lower retail prices up," Garlik said.
for the fruit through the coming
The Washington State Apple
year.
Commission said the average
The Agricultural Marketing price of a bushel of apples
Service of the U.S. Department (equal to 42 pounds) was $7.50
of Agriculture predicted that at the wholesale level for fruit
this year's apple crop will be from the 1974-75 crop. They exalmost 174 million 42-pound pect the average wholesale
boxes, an increase of 13 per price for the 1975-76 crop to be
cent over last year.
about 86 a bushel, a drop of 20
While bad weather has per cent.
That does not necessarily
threatened harvests of other
crops, from corn to onions, the mean a 20 per cent drop in the
apple growers have been lucky. price consumers pay, however.
"This year it just seems ev- Transportation, packaging, laeryone had good weather," a bor and storage costs all add to
the bill. USDA figures show
USDA spokesman said.
tleat in the fourth quarter of
Authoritieg' in the state
Washington, the country's top 1974, apples were selling at
producer, expect a fresh apple about 31 cents a pound. The
crop 19 per cent larger than farm value was a little more
last year's; growers in New than a dime.
York State, the second largest
producer, say they should harvest their biggest crop in half a
century.
James Garlik, assistant commissioner of the New York
The United States has more
State Department of Agricul- phones than any other counture and Markets, said more of try, according to AT&T.
the 1975 crop'than usual would
Americans have 138.3 milprobably be sold for eating lion phones, an average of
fresh, because many of the big 65.47 phones for every 100
apple processors have supplies people; the world average is
8.6 per 100.
left from last year.
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We out-talk the
rest of the world

East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.

Z

eddI NC.

Open 9 A Al to 5 P M

Stop, Shop
and Save

ILJNT

ILkCA

We Reserve The Right
To limit Quantities

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY--ENDS SATURDAY

apn

Listerine

IMO

Antiseptic
toe Kills germs by millions on
lima- contact.
Quart Bottle-32 oz.

18 oz. Box

76c

Vitvesor

$ 29

94'

Baby Magic Bath

Off ftII..

For Baby L You

,
ll11
2_ir1111
44rt,,

i

ill

Pepto-Bismol

Fly & Mosquito
Insect Killer
11 oz. Aerosol Can
e

N'Mfolismc

16 oz. Bottle

Hot Shot

Sa

Mennen

Foaming Herbal
Bath Oil Beads

With protective coating action, for
upset stomach, nausea, indigestion,
diarrhea.

Style

99'
Style
Shampoo

Choice of orange, starwberry, apple, lemon & herbal.
1S oz.

88'

8 oz.
Liquid

Bottle
Sale Your Choice

994

Hair Spray

2 for

Choke of Rogeliff,Sepor Nolft- Wisc./nod- Why Giant 16 oz.

so.694 Limit 2

Now you can arrange for the
direct deposit of your Social
Security check into your
avings account or checking
account with us.
Merely fill out an 'authorization form at the
bank. You indicate whg kind of account you
want your checks deposited to. We do the rest.

'Excedrin
,101 WU MOM MIN Pf

Vaseline
Intensive Care

w(11

Excedrin
The extra strength pain

Lotion
for over dry skin
choice of reg.
or herbal.
10 oz. Bottle

reliever
Bottle of 100

794

Direct deposit of Social Security checks.
It lust makes sense.

Sole

One

BANK OF MURRAY

Ban

A -Day

Ipana
Toothpaste
with fluoride

544

V.italis

Multiple
Vitamins

Roll-On
Anti-Perspirant

Hair Groom

Bottle of 100

Choice or Reg. or unscented
1.5 oz.

Groom hair
without grease

$1 89

pg
ban

,Miimier Of FDIC

'PAW

Family Size
7 oz.

Barber Size 1501.
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ENCEPHALITIS tESTING LAB — Virologist Fred Christman
prepares encephalitis antigens in the Board of Health
laboratory in Chicago. Many suspected cases of the disease
have been reported in the Chicago area and there are
several confirmed cases in the state of Illinois. The disease is
transmitted by mosquitoes.

DETROTT(AP) "We have Its final destination was Monguns!" one of two holdup men treal, Canada.
aboard a bus shouted as the
Donald Paul, 27, a passenger,
Greyhound rumbled down a said the bandits "knew exactly
highway.
what they were going to do."
"Put your heads down and do He said one of the bandits put a
not look up. This is a holdup. If gun to the driver's head.
I see the whites of your eyes,
The bus driver, 61-year-old
I'll blow your heads off!" he William Gorshe, told passensaid.
gers over the public address
Children screamed as the system, "Please cooperate so
bandits shouted instructions no one gets hurt."
and cursed some men, pistolWhen the bus reached Dewhipped others and stuffed troit, the bandits told the driver
- to jurn off Interstate 94 onto
money and jewelry into
ladle case as
'another freeway. Seen after,
'sat with their eyets closed and the lia4t-14stopped the bus and
their hands atop their heads.
ran up an embankment,
One bandit took a young jumped a fence and walked
mother into the bus' restroom away.
to undress her in a search for
Police believe the men esmoney. The woman's 3-year-old caped in a getaway car waiting
child stood outside, crying, nearby.
"Mommy! Mommy!" The
The FBI is investigating the
mother screamed, "I've got to incident, the second Greyhound
get my baby!" She was re- holdup- in Michigan in eight
leased when the man found no days. Detroit.police believe the
money on her.
same pair of bandits pulled a
Sunday similar holdup on a Detroit-toAuthorities said
night's robbery netted at least Paducah, Ky., bus Aug. 24.
$15,000 in cash and jewelry Greyhound officials said there
from 42 victims while the bus have been one or two other
from Chicago traveled between similar holdups, and that SunYpsilanti, Mich., and Detroit. day's loot was the largest.

LARGE
DECORATOR
AND LOUNGE
PIROWS—
Beautify-yew bedroom -wrth -This-- etergant-trushed vetvet bed-- —
spread. For a striking effect add matching crushed velvet curtains.

15:88

Matching 484" x 84" Drapery

Authentic reproduction. Realistically molded in
American Walnut
grain and parquet.
-,_20"high,6 13/16"
2"
1
and 3/
wide
deep.

Choose fringed striped rugs or
solid sculptured rugs to protect
floors and add beauty in heavy
traffic areas. 24" x 40"

'Jaws' Is Improving Business
Of New Orleans Seafood Vendor
NEW ORLEANS( AP)- The $1.75 for trout or redfish.
Battistella thinks shark filet
movie "Jaws" might be an
anathema to some seashore has a taste similar to catfish or
resort operators, but Preston redfish.
He sends 10 to 15 pounds of
Battistella figures it's going to
give his business a shot in the dorsal fins -the one that sticks
out of the water - to Gunter
arm.
The New Orleans seafood Preuss' Versailles Restaurant
vendor says he sold about here each week as the base
150,000 pounds of shark meat ingredient for shark's fin soup,
last year, but he expects sales of considered a delicacy in the
some 300,000 pounds this year, Orient.
Preuss compares the taste to
partly because "Jaws" has
of a clear turtle soup.
that
caught the public fancy.
Most of Battistella's sharlt
RECESSION SENDS
meat comes from sand and dog
READERS TO LIBRARY
sharks brought in by Gulf
SAN ftAFAEL, Calif.(AP)fishermen, who threw the 4-to-6the opinion of San Rafael liIn
foot fish away a few short years
brarian Vivian Smith, Mann
ago.
County residents are taking out
"People are shark conscious library books in greater numnow," Battistella said Monday. bers this year, prompted in
"In some areas, the movie part by hard times and the
has stimulated sales. In other high cost of buying books.
In the month of February this
areas, it has hurt.
"It's a matter of educating year circulation for the Mann
the public that you can't always County library and all its
68,231, comeat the high-priced fish. You branches reached
60,915 for the same pecan't ignore the ground meat of pared to
riod in 1974.
the seafood industry."
Some of the increase can he
Battistella will supply 25,000 attributed to the fact thAt
pounds of breaded shark filets people can't afford outside enlibrarian
to New Orleans public schools tertainment, the
for their lunch programs this noted. The cost of a book,
year. They have used shark "about $9," is a factor. "I am
sure the recession has somebefore as a base t.ir gumbo.
He has shipped shark meat as thing to do with it."
She reported that more
far as Ohio, and he is trying to
are taking out books on
people
shark
for
market
develop a
do-it-yourself projects,
careers,
skin. A shark's skin is like vegetable gardening and more
leather when it's dried, and it books on the creative use of
can be turned into belts and leisure Urne - books on music,
shoes.
arts and crafts
There are no bones -- a
COSTLY Ai3CiSE
shark's hulk is built around
abuse costs the
Drug
jaws,
the
even
cartilage,
$10 to $17 billion
States
United
Battistella said. And shark
according to White
annually,
a
cents
75
cheap
meat is
House experts - CNS
pound for filets, compared with

Includes tank and tank top
cover, lid cover, contour rug.
and 21"x 34" bath mat:
Machine washable and dryable. in decorator colors.

Add to the beauty and comfort of you.r. home with _lovely 171
2
/
"square decorator
pillow or a 17" x 211
"
2
/
lounger.

Your choice of 20" round or oval
accent rugs in assorted decorator colors.

5' x 6'

PLUSH
BATH
CARPET

CARPET-UNDERLAY

in vinyl bag

88
Machine washable
100% nylon pile. Skid
tex back.
Pretty, reversible chair pad adds
a bright note of color and comfort to any room 1

Double bed size with single
control. .

36" TIER
CURTAIN

with eyelet
ruffle

2"
2"
Lovely permanent press cUrtains of
50% avlin polyester/50% avri4 rayon. Has eyelet ruffle with scalloped
trim accents.(Washable - in colorfast, decorator colors.

Full size

POLYESTER
BLANKET

100%

Choose front a large selection
of beautiful 100% polyester blan•
kets. Assorted colors.

BeliAir Shopping Center
Limit Rights Reserved

Acres of Free Parking

Equal Opportunity Employer

753-8887
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Volur

Last Week's Winner
Anna Miller
City

Limit I with coupon & S7.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products.

BEL-AIR SHOPPI1G CENTER

Emge's
Whole Smoked

Picnic
Hams
78.

Breaded Chuckwagon
Breaded Veal
Breaded Pork
Breaded Beef

Kingsford

1/4 Loin

Pork Chops

Kraft French

U.S.D.A. Choice

Dressing

Cal
Me
co:
wit
Hui
Vin

Country Style Pork

P

$191?

Hyde Park

Sausage

U.S.D.A. Choice

Fryers

Chuck Steak

A
has
Unive

U.S.D.A. Choice

Swiss Steak

sc

Family
Pack

see
eda
Ln
mentt
Anti
Educi
Hight
g
tpor
over
ov
nii
l

Merit Saltine
Coronet

Towels

regim
Dr.

Crackers
99c
2
Gt. Size

Food Giant
Sandwich

Cascade

Bread

L

Pure Lean

Gold & Krist

SP0

Hot
Cra
Cor
Cla

5

Potato Chips

:17cDe4i

Fii
Lc.

Twin Pack

Dad's

WA
Cong
noun
miha
Distr

Root Beer
NM Pack

Ca
loans
thtaii
In

Golden Grain Macroni & Cheese

Pringles

Dinners

Moi
today
Partl
Most]
showi

Big Quart
Frosty Morn

cloud

12 oz.

$

Bacon
28

It

(1

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

4,
COUPON
Limit One Per Farrilly

Red

Maxwell House

Potatoes
10 lb. Bag
With $7.50 Pur

21b.
Can

Save

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
NOR094

Betty Crocker

Potato
Buds

19C
Expires 9-9-75
Good Onl • At Storeys

Gen. Mills

lucky
Charms
14 or.

COUPO
Limit 1 Per Family
008090

Gen. Mills

Coco
Puffs

, Pie Crust
Sticks

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COl'PON
Limit 1 per family

Chiffon

Final
Touch

Caress

Margarine
lib.

69`

COUPON
Limit 1 per family
'

Bath
Size

s"

Box

With This Coupon
Expires 9-9-75
i:ood Only At Store s

COUPON
Limit One Pet Family
008091

Expires 9-9-75
Good Ord At Storeys

Expires 9-9-75
Good Only At Storeys

Expires 9-9-75
Good Only At toreys

Expires 9-9-75
At Store s
Good(

Expires 9-9-75
Good only At Storeys

Expire 9-9-75
Good Only At Storeys

tJ

a
1

